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ABSTRACT

ARE THE TWENTY-ONE CURRENTLY ASSIGNED MISSIONS OF THE
MARINE CORPS EXPEDITIONARY UNIT(SPECIAL OPERATIONS

CAPABLE) STILL VALID IN THE MARINE CORPS? by MAJOR L.D.
Nicholson, USMC, 130 pages.

This study examines ard analyzes the .urrent status of the Marine Expeditionary
Unit Special Operations Capable, or MEU (SOC) program. A detailed analysis
was conducted of each of the twenty-one missions for validity and relevance as
MEU (SOC) missions. The methodology used in conducting the research
included the issuing of one-hundred and twenty-five survey questionnaires to
Marine Corps field-grade officers. This survey asked the respondents to rank
each mission in order of importance to the Marine Corps and to comment on its
inclusion as a MEU (SOC) mission.

ITI.e study fuund, tlat only flu-r of the iwenry-one missions warranted inclusion as
truly "special" operations missions. Thc study recommended that the remaining
seventeen missions be deleted from the list of MEU (SOC) missions and be re-
named as Marine Air Ground Task forces (MAGTF) capabilities. This
recommendation was based upon their not meeting a series of four established
criteria. The missions that were recommended to be retained as MEU (30C)
missions were: (1) in-extremis hostage rescue, (2) tactical and clandestine
recovery operations, (3) maritime interdiction operations, and (4) gas and oii
platform seizure operations.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

.. ckground. During the earliest phase of any international crisis, the

first two questions that are often asked by the civilian leaders of our country are

"where are the aircraft carriers, and where are the Marines?" In 1986, a group of

Muslim terrorists conducted a piratical seizure of the Greek cruise ship Achille

Lauro off the coast of Egypt. The terrorists were members of an extremist right

wing faction of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO,, and altho,,gh the

attack was not directed against the United States, an American citizen was

killed. This act of terrorism and murder necessitated an immediate American

response.

As is normally the case, both a Carrier Battle Group (CVBG), and an

Arnphibious Ready Group (ARG) were afioat in the Mediterranean Sea.,

President Ronald Reagan asked then Commandant of the Marine Corps,

General P. X. Kelly, what his embarked Marines could do to assist the

beleaguered hostages. The Commandant replied that he could do very little

because a ship takedown was not yet a capability in the repertoire of the Marine

Corps. The Commandant did point out that the Marine Corps was working on

fielding Marine Expeditionary Units (MEUs) with the ability to conduct special



operations missions in ' rrmaritime environment. This unfortunate incident

dramatically underscored the need for the Marine Corps to join the other

services in preparing for io]"i•'• myriad of missions likely to arise under the banner

of Low Intensity Conflict (LUIC). In 1986, this type of special operations mission

was exclusively the dorrian of the Special Operations Forces (SOF). Such is not

the case today.

In 1983, thin Secretary of Defense, the Honorable Mr. Caspar M.

Weinberger, directed that each military service review its existing special

operations capabilities and develop a time-phased plan by March 1984. What

Mr. Weinbergei wanted was for each service to develop a plan for achieving a

level of special operations expertise required to combat both current and future

levels of low io;ensity conflict and terrorism.2

The Commandant of the Marine Corps responded by directing the

Commanding Ge'neral of Fleet Marine Forces Atlantic (FMFLANT) to undertake

an assessment of Marine Corps special operations and to develop a plan which

would enhance special operations capabilities within the Marine Corps 3 In

1985, the Commanding General of FMFLANT, Lieutenant General Alfred M.

Gray, briefed the Commandant of the Marine Corps on the results of the study.

His assessment was that based upon the study, the Marine Corps was in a

favorable position to participate and conduct special operations missions in a

maritime environment because:
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1. As a sea-based forward-deployed force, the Marine Corps offered

the National Command Authorities unique capabilities for timely crisis response

in essentially all theaters, with organic logistical, and command and control

assets already in place.

2. The composite task-organized flexibility built into all sizes of Marine

Air Ground Task Forces (MAGTF) is particularly well suited to these types of

flexible response missions. Additionally, a MAGTF carries with it a formidable

force which possesses substantial combat power.

3. Currently existing Marine Corps roles and missions were inherently

adaptable to special operations missions.

4. A Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) could, with additional training

and equipment, perform certain previously clandestine and precision tactical

missions in a hostile environment.4

5. "Of all of the military services, the Marine Corps offers the widest

range of single source resources (air and ground), immediately available for use

in sDecial operations."5 This includes a rnmhinPH Arms raa:inl, ,ndecr fhea

control of a single commandf_'.

As a result of the tasking from the Secretary of Defense, and after a

thorough review of existing MEU capabilities, thf Marine Corps began instituting

an aggressive special operations capable (SOC) training program. This

program looked to build upon, and capitalize on, the inherent capability of our

forward-deployed MEUs to conduct selected maritime special operations
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missions. This program called for the introduction of eighteen selected special

operations m-ssions which the deployed MEU's would bc. both trained and

evaluated on, during an intense twenty-six week pre-deployment workup. No

MEU would be designated Special Operations Capable MEU (SOC) until it

passed a rigorous battery of evaluations, certifying it competent and capable in

each of the eighteen special operations missions. This ambitious program

called for the progressive improvement of both individual and unit skills attained

thir-ugh the use of improved training and equipment. The introduction of this

training and equipment was expensive for the Marine Corps, both in time and

resources. Selected Marine Corps units still had to prepare for the full range of

conventional tasks in addition to the eighteen new special operations tasks.6

Special operations is a widely used term which encompasses a broad

variety of missions, but the key to its understanding lies in its definition as

defined by the Joint Chiefs Of Staff (JCS) Publication 1-02.

Operations conducted by specially trained, equipped, and organized
Department Of Defense (DOD) forces against strategic, operational, or
tactical targets in pursuit oi national, political, economic, or psychological
objectives. Tinese operations may be conducted during times of peace or
hostilities. They may support conventional warfare operations or they may
be prosecuted independently when the use of conventional forces is either
inappropriate or unfeasible.7

Additionally, special operations activities are defined by Public Law

99-611 as:

1. Direct Action (JCS Pub 1-02): In special operations, a specified act

invoiving operations of an overt, covert, clandestine, or low visibility nature
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conducted primarily by a sponsoring power's special operations forces in hostile

or denied areas.

2. Special Reconnaissance Operationa (.USSOCOM): Reconnaissance

and surveillance actions conducted by special operations forces to obtain or

verify, by visual observation or other collection methods, information concerning

the capabilities, intentions, and activities of an actual or potential enemy or to

secure data concerning the meteorological, hydrographic, geographic, or target

acquisition, area assessment, and post-strike reconnaissance.

3. Unconventional Warfare (JCS PUB 1-02): A broad spectrum of

military and paramilitary operations conducted in enemy-held, enemy-controlled
or nnliti.iilil sensitive farrifnri I I,-,,.v,-t, --- ,irfarc includes, butis . n• o

I ... ... .. .... - -• , . • - - - IJ - I.1 Vr• i II I %A

limited to, guerilla warfare, evasion and escape, subversion, sabotage, and other

operations of a low-visibility, covert, or clandestine nature. United States forces

having an existing unconventional warfare capability, consist of Army Special

Forces and certain Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps units as assigned.

4. Foreign ;ntgnal Pef~nse (JCS Pub 1E0Q2: The participation Dy

civilian and military agencies of a government in any of the action programs

taken by another government to free and protect its society from subversion,

lawlessness, and insurgency. The primary role of special operations forces in

this interagency activity is to train, advise, and otherwise assist host nation

military and paramilitary forces.
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5. Qounter-Terrorism (JCS Pub 1-02): Offensive measures taken to

prevent, deter, and respond to terrorism.

6. Civil Affairs (JCS Pub 1-02): Those phases of the activiiies of a

commander which embrace the relationship between the military forces and civil

authorities and people in a friendly country or area, or occupied country or area,

when military forces are present.

7. Psychological Operations (JC5 Pub J-Q2): Planned operations to

convey selected information and indicators to foreign audiences to influence

their emotions, motives, objective reasoning, and ultimately, the behavior of

foreign governments, organizations groups, and individuals. The purpose of

psychological operations is to induce or reinforce foreign attitudes and behavior

favorable to the originator's objectives.

8. Humanitariqassistance (JOS Pub 1-02): The process of rendering

either direct or indirect life-saving assistance to foreign citizens, and/or

governments, in either a permissive or non-permissive environment.

,.. II I'r•-'earch anidw rel cue •,h• J IC filT p•roe•S's Uf

recovering downed crewmen, aircraft parts, or cargo, in both a hostile and

permissive environment, anywhere in theater.

10. Other activitiesas may be specified by the National Command

Authorities.

While conventional units in all services have the capabilities to perform

one or more of these missions, special operations encompasses a broad array of
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activities not normally considered appropriate for these units. Special

operations would normally ocCur in an environment sensitive to external

operational and political constrahitAs. Additionally, special operations forces of

all services are often used in an economy of force role, where the introduction of

conventional forces would be considered escalatory, or politically unpalatable.8

The Marine Corps has historically considered special operations to be

driven by the type of environment in which the forces are employed, These

included desert, mountain, jungle, and cold weather environments. The Marine

Corps also considered several variations of amphibious warfare as special

operations, as evidenced in the 1981 edition of Fleet Marine Force Manual

(FMFM) 8-1 which is entitled simply enough, Special Operations. This

publication includes in its roster of special operations such amphibious warfare

operations as raids, demonstrations, and withdrawals, and such conventional

tasks as river crossings and bridging operations.9

In July of 1985, the first operational concept for what was then called

tha RAnrina mihkn it I~ IIi. S~- W- Oprtin Cap "I- n~ 1 ,A~ 1% wa
.. - .. . . .- W 4~ Ilk S ~ %d VJ wl ~ UJI wIc k1JVI IrJ ) j,~ I..z,.,

written by Lieutenant General Alfred M. Gray, then Commander of FMFLANT. In

this document, General Gray became the first Marine to specifically identify

the eighteen special operations missions which the Marine Corps would

eventually adopt, and then train for, over the ensuing eight years.

This document stipulated that these missions were merely an

enhancement of the existing traditional capabilities of the forward-deployed
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Marine Amphibious Units. Additionally, the study emphasized that these new

missions were neither intended to transform the conventional Fleet Marine Force

units into dedic-'.ed special operations forces, nor replicate the national-level

counter-terrorist forces. What was intended was to make the MEUs more

capable, lethal, and, most of all, responsive to a wider variety of crises than

before With properly trained and equipped MEU (SOC) forces afloat worldwide,

ýit provided the theater Commanders In Chiefs (CINCS), Joint Task Force (JTF)

commanders, and the National Command Authority (NCA) with a greater range

of crisis response flexibility than ever before.1'(

In April of 1987 Lieutenant General Gray presented an unpublished

paper, which was the first truly definitive work on the utiliz.ation and

implementation of MEU (SOC) forces, entitled: The Operational Concept For

Marine Amphibious Ujnits Being Special Operations Capable. In June of 1987

General Gray became the twenty-ninth Commandant of the Marine Corps, and

took to his new position his great enthusiasm for a Marine Corps enhanced with

special operations capable units.11

Marines have operated from ships since the founding of the Marine

Corps, but it was not until 1947, with the myriad of troubles erupting throughout

the Mediterranean Sea area, that the United States began the regular and

continuous practice of keeping Marines on ship and forward deployed. The

problems in the Mediterranean included a Communist insurgency in Greece, the

problems associated with the establishment of the nation of Israel in 1948, and
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the continuing consolidation of the Soviet controlled nations of Eastern Europe.

These first deployments found Marines embarked aboard cruisers,

battleships,and destroyers because there had not been any serious progress in

building large sea-going amphibious platforms capable of delivering an

integrated Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) to a hostile shore. 12

Today, the United States Navy possesses a wide range of ships

designed to perform as platforms from which the Marine Corps can perform the

full spectrum of amphibious operations and selected maritime special

operations. These ships include the Landing Helicopter Assault, Tarawa Class

(LHA), and the Landing Helicopter Dock, Wasp class (LHD). These large ships

act as the capital ships of the amphibious ready group (ARG), are in excess of

830 feet in length, and can carry over 1,900 Marines. These large ships also

carry the composite helicopter squadron of the MEU (SOC), and are joined by

two or three other ships to comprise the ARG.

Today, the Marine Corps routinely has three MEU (SOC) units forward

deployed around the globe twenty-four hours a day. These units are assigned to

modern amphibious platforms capable of delivering a highly lethal, credible, and

capable force ashore from well over the horizon in support of national security

and military objectives. While the Marine Corps has made enormous progress in

this area during the past forty years, the process of who is sent and how they

are trained and equipped continues to evolve.
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The future of the entire MEU (SOC) program has arrived at a critical

juncture in its evolution, and the Marine Corps may not even recognize it. For

effective growth and evolution, the MEU (SOC) program requires a current and

coherent policy codified by a common vision and doctrine. This doctrine must

not only provide guidance, but must establish a baseline of capabilities and

achievement standards. The most current published directive for the MEU

(SOC) organization and training is Marine Corps Order 3120.8A, Policy For The

Organization Of Fleet Marine Forces For Combat. 1 3 This order sets forth the

policy and details the eighteen missions required of the forward-deployed MEU

(SOC) units.

On the horizon is 4.. "arin C. ,,orpOrr 31ps.Xn ®rl 'I I .. Though at;I, I -raft fA- r

and not yet assigned a number, this order is being re-written due to the addition

of three more MEU (SOC) missions. This now brings the total number of MEU

(SOC) missions to twenty-one. Most of the special operations documents

circulating around Headquarters Marine Corps, and the Warfighting Center at

Quantico, Virginia, are working papers and remain only in draft form. The fate of

these papers and the missions they detail rest largely in the yet-to-be-made

decisions concerning the direction of the Marine Corps and MEU (SOC)

program.

In today's current climate of downsizing, the United States Marine

Corps must initiate a complete bottoms-up review of the entire force structure in

10



order to create and mold the Marine Corps of the next half century. The primary

r,ission of the Marine Corps is to:

Organize, train, and equip to provide Fleet Marine Forces of combined
arms, together with supporting air components, for service with the fleet in
the seizure or defense of advanced naval bases and for the conduct of
such land operations as may be essential to naval bases and for the
conduct of such land operations as may be essential to the prosecution of a
naval campaign.14

In addition, the Marine Corps must also be prepared to execute a

specified list of special operations missions. The purpose of 'his study is to

explore whether or not the Marine Corps is capable of performing all of the

currently assigned twenty-one special operations missions while remaining

capable of performing its assigned conventional roles.

The MEU (SOC) is a uniquely organized, equipped, and trained unit that

provides the regional CINCs, and naval or JTF commanders with a credible sea-

basad amphibious capability optimized for forward presence and crisis

response. This force provides the theater CINCs with an effective means of

dealing with the uncertainties of future threats, by providing a self-sustainable,

well trained, flexible, expandable, and capable combined arms team ready to

perform both conventional and limited special operations missions,

The Twenty-one Current Missions (Capabilities) of the Marine

Expeditionary Unit (Special Operations Capable)

1. Amphibious Raids. The capability to conduct amphibious raids via

helicopter and/or surface means from extended ranges in order to inflict loss or

11



damage upon opposing forces, create diversions, capture and/or evacuate

individuals and material by swift incursion into an objective area followed by a

planned withdrawal. The amphibious raid provides the operational focus for the

MEU (SOC).

2. Limited Objective Attacks. Conduct of amphibious assaults (surface

and/or heliborne) for a specific purpose and of limited duration.

3. Non-Combatant Evacuation Operations (NEOM. The capability to

conduct Non-combatant Evacuation Operations (NEO) by evacuating and

protecting noncombatants. Includes the capability to provide a security force,

evacuation ccntrol center, recovery force, medical support, and transportation of

evacuees.

4. Show of Force Operation. The capability to engage in any form of

"show of force" operation to include amphibious demonstrations, presence of

forces, or flyovers in support of U.S. inte its.

5. Reinforcement Operations. The capability to conduct operations by
hplicntp.r and/or S.irfaCe mea•;nq t rarifnr-re ckvtrnal nftinnnl or . .

military forces. This includes the capability to conduct relief-in-place or a

passage of lines.

6. Security Operations. The capability to conduct security operations to

protect U.S. property and noncombatants, develop an integrated local security

perimeter, screen for explosive devices, and provide personal protection to

designated individuals.

12



7. Myobile Training Teams. The capability to provide training and

assistance to foreign military forces permitted by U.S. law.

8. Civil Military Operations, The capability to conduct civil Military

Operations for:

a. Humanitarian/CQivil Assistance. To provide services such as

-edical and dental care, minor construction repair to civilian facilities, temporary

as3sistance in the administration of local government, andJ prompt adjudication of

foreign legal claims.

b. Disaster Relief. To provide humanitarian aý.•ivtarce and physical

security to counter the devastation caused by man-made/ natural disaster.

9. Tactical Deception Operations. The capability to design and

implement tactical deception operations plans in order io deceive the enemy

through electronic means, feints, demonstrations, and ruses which cause the

enemy to react or fail to react in a manfier which assists in the accomplisnment

of the overall mission.

10. F ;ie Support Control. The capability to provide naval, air and fire

support control measures and liaison to US/Allied services and/or armed forces.

Normally provided by detachments from the Air Naval Gunfire Liaison Company

(ANGLICO).

11. Counterintelligence Operations. The capability to conduct

counterintelligence operations by identifying arid counteracting thL threat to

13



security posed by hostile intelligence seivices, organizations, or by individuals

engaged in espionage, sabotage, or terrorism,

12. Initial Terminal Guidance (ITG). The capability to conduct initial

terminal guidance by establishing and operating navigational, , '" i1, and/or

electronic devices for guiding helicopter arid surface waves from a designated

point to a landing zone or beach.

13. Signal Intelligence/Electronic Warfare Opev ations. The capability

to conduct limited electronic warfare operations to provide protection to the

organic communications and electronic emissions of the MAGTF, and to attack

the enemy by listening, locating, and disrupting his communications and

electronic systems.

14. Recovery Operations.

a. Clandestine recovery. The capability to conduct clandestine

extraction of personnel or sensitive items from enemy controlled areas.

b. Tactical Recovery of Downed Aircraft and/or Personnel (TRAP).

The capability to conduct recovery of downed aircraft and personnel, aircraft

sanitization, and provide advanced tk'auma-life support in a benign or hostile

environment. TRAP is limited to overland operations and must be able to be

conducted in a hostile environment.

15. Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain (MOU'. The capability

to conduct military operations in a built-up area.

14



16. Airfield Seirures. The capability to conduct airfield seizure

operations to secure an airfield to support MAGTF missions or follow-on forces

(may or may not be planned as a raid).

17. Specialized demolition Operation. The capability to conduct

specialized breaching; to employ specialized demolitions entry capability to

support close quarters battle/combat and dynamic assault tactics/techniques.

18. Clandestine Reconnaissance and ,urveillance. The capability to

conduct clandestine reconnaissance and surveillance, through entry into an

objective area by air, surface, or subsurface means in order to perform

information collection, target acquisition, and other reconnaissance and

surveillance tasks.

19. Maritime Interdiction Operations (M••). The capability to conduct

Maritime Interdiction Operations in support of vessel boarding, search and

seizure (VBSS) operations during day or night on a cooperative, uncooperative,

or hostile contact of interest.

20. Gas and Qil Plafform Operations (GOPLATV. The capability to

conduct seizure and/or destruction of offshore gas and oil platforms.

21. In-extremis Hostage Recovery (IHR). The capability to conduct a

recovery during an in-extremis or "Near d( ath" situation by means of an

emergency e3draction of hostages and/or sensitive items, in a non-permissive

environment, and expeditiously transport them to a designated safe haven. The

IHR capability will only be employed when directed by appropriate authority and

15



when dedicated National assets have not arrived on scene or are unavailable.

Emphasis is placed on isolation, containment, employment of reconnaissance

assets, and preparation for "turnover" of the crisis site when/if National assets

arrive. Should National assets not arrive, the MEU (SOC) will be prepared to

conduct an emergency assault to resolve the situation and remove the

hostages/sensitive items to a safehaven. The intent is not to duplicate National

capability, but, as a forward deployed MAGTF, be prepared to provide the CINC

with an adequate force, capable to respond to an emergency situation.1 s

Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to present a current account of the Marine

Corps MEU (SOC) program and assess each of the current twenty-one MEU

(SOC) missions for validity, viability, and necessity. This study, along with its

recommendations and conclusions, will be presented to the decision makers at

Headquarters Marine Corps for their consideration. The Marine Corps, like all

other services, is in a period of downsizing where everything is shrinking except

for the commitments. This downsizing is characterized by fewer Marines, fewer

resources, and smaller budgets.

Added into this equation is the shrinking of the United States Navy's

amphibious fleet, which is expected to shrink from sixty to thirty-five ships by the

end of fiscal year 1995.16 Also creating a major problem for the Marine Corps is

the ageing CH-46 medium-lift transport helicopter. This helicopter, which has
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been the workhorse of the Marine Corps for over twenty years, is nearing the

end of its service life. The current capabilities and maintenance requirements

of the CH-46 do not match up well with today's operational requirements. This

atrophy of assault support capability, coupled with the seemingly endless

developmental phase of the MV-22 (OSPREY) aircraft, has reduced the speed

at which combat power of our forward deployed MEUs can be established

ashore. With these three major negative factors seriously impacting upon the

operational readiness of the Marine Corps, the Marine Corps has recently

added three more MEU (SOC) missions, for a total of twenty-one.

This study seeks to examine whether or not the Marine Corps MEU

(5OC) force is being spread too thin by taking on to-o- mrany miso,,, ,o.,, it

would appear to be economic and political suicide for any of the service chiefs to

turn down a potentially high visibility and high payoff mission for his service. A

new mission means increased capabilities must be developed. This translates

into additional revenues and manpower. It is not absurd to speculate, given

today's fear of further force reductions, that each service is espousing an overly

optimistic can-do attitude, potentially to its own detriment. How else can one

explain the use of such high technology platforms as U.S. Navy submarines

participating in the drug war?

Today, while each service may talk, train, and even fight as a joint

team, they are funded, cut, and forced to individually justify their roles and

functions. It cannot be overstated that each service jealously guards and
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considers as a threat any proposed changes in service roles and functions. An

excellent case in point is the call to arms by many Marine Corps supporters

against the idea of the U.S. Army embarking on the previously heretofore

Marine Corps role of launching a fleet of maritime pre-positioned ships (MPS). 17

Is the Marine Corps scrambling for new missions in this post-Cold War

drawdown, or is the itemized listing of :hese twenty-one missions merely an

advertisement of capabilities? Maybe some of these missions are not "special"

at all, and as such we should quit calling them that. Maybe some of the listed

missions are already contained and found to be an element of amphibious

warfare. While amphibious warfare is technically a special operation, it is not

"special" to the Marine Corps and is the sole reason for its existence. Our nativn

demands and deserves a Marine Corps which must be ready, when called upon,

to respond unfailingly around the world whenever, and wherever a crisis erupts.

Are one or any number of these special operations taskings going to inhibit the

Marine Corps' ability to perform its primary conventional missions?

Research Question.

This thesis is intended to research and answer the following question:

Are the twenty-one currently assigned missions of the Marine Expeditionary

Units (Spec~al Operations Capable) still valid in the Marine Corps?

The secondary questions are:
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1. Should the Marine Corps, in consonance with the National Command

Authorities, add to or delete from the currently existing MEU (SOC) missions?

2. Does the preparation for these twenty-one MEU (SOC) missions

enhance or degrade the overall competence, combat readiness, and

conventional warfare skills of the units assigned to execute them?

3. Sould the MEU (SOC) work more closely with the forces of

USSOCOM in preparing its forces for deployment?

These questions originated, and are derived from Marine Corps

concerns over the re-assignment and re-alignment of service missions at the

national level after the collapse of the Soviet Union and the ending of the Cold

War. With the recent change of administrations, the instability caused by two

new secretaries of defense, and yet-to-be felt impact of another bottoms-up

review, there is an atmosphere of uncertainty for all of the services. Questions

about service end strengths, which many observers thought to be answered just

three months ago, have been rendered moot. They will most likely be chopped

This state of uncertainty will most likely create new missions, roles, and

assignments for the individual services. It can also be expected that missions

and roles previously assigned to a specific branch or service will be

redistributed and modified. It is safe to say that Single service warfare is out and

that joint and combined operations are in. Within the context of this debate

questions have often been asked whether the nation even needs a Marine
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Corps, and what can it do that the United States Army cannot? These are not

new questions, and ones with which the Marine Corps has wrestled for over

two-hundred years. This is not however what my thesis seeks to address,

although I expect it will remain on the periphery.

Assumptions

In the preparation of this study, the following assumptions were made.

1. That the Marine Corps will continue to be provided the amphibious

lift capability needed to simultaneously support three forward deployed MEU

(SOC) organizations.

2. That rotary wing or MV-22 lift assets will be sufficient to support all

00aIn ,.4 IAIId•A RAM I (Qf"N,

3. That the fundamental roles and functions assigned to the Marine

Corps will remain constant over the next five years.

4. That over the next five years American national security interests will

remain unchanged. These five basic interests are:

a. The security of the United States as a free and independent

nation, and the protection of its fundamental values, institutions, and people.

b. Global and regional stability which encourage progress.

c. Open, democratic, and representative political systems

worldwide.
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d. An open international trading and economic system which

benefits all.

e. An enduring faith in America, that it can and will lead in a

collective response to the world's crises.18

5. That the collapse of the Soviet Union and the threat of Communism

has not resulted in a safer new world, free of external threats to the safety and

security of the United States.

Definitions

Definitions are included as appendix A.

Limitations

The following limitations were made:

1. Much of the material concerning actual Special Operations missions

and forces remains classified. This creates a natural boundary to respect and

adhere to in the collection of data. This study will remain unclassified by design.

It is felt that the best use of the data collected and results reported will be its

di.semination throughout the Marine Corps, and the other services. As an

unclassified document it will be available to all interested parties for review,

discussion and education.

2. This subject matter is literally on the cutting edge of what can best be

described as emerging doctrine. I personally interviewed the doctrine writers in

the Washington D.C. area who are grappling with this very same thesis
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question. There is a high degree of general officer involvement in the MEU

(SOC) program which General Carl E. Mundy, the Commandant of the Marine

Corps, recently referred to as "The Jewel in the crown of the Marine Corps."' 9

While there is a considerable amount of published matcriel on the NEU(SOC)

program, there is a scarcity of public work tht impacts directly on my work. This

is because I am dealing and working with emerging doctrine. A significant

portion of my research model has been dependent upon the collection of yet

unsigned draft documents which are currently being staffed and analyzed

throughout the entire Marine Corps.

Delimitations

I have imposed several restraints upon this study so that the research

would be possible.

1. This study will not seek to address or compare in any manner the

missions, capabilities, methods or standards of training between the Marine

Corps, and the forces assigned to the United States Special Operations

Command (USSOCOM). Although a fascinating thesis in its own right, it would

severely interfere with, and hinder, my ability to remain focused )n my own

thesis.

2. There were one-hundred and twenty-five survey questionnaires

issued to a specifically targeted audience of Marine Corps field grade officers

currently attending intermediate level school. This survey population represents
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a wide variety of military occupational specialties (MOS), experiences, and

backgrodnds, but it is merely a fraction of the total population of field grade

officers on active duty in the Marine Corps. While the survey could have been

more widely distributed, this audience was chosen mainly because none of the

respondents is currently in a billet where he is e'•her writing or executing the

MEU (SOC) doctrine. Each offic.er is in what should be a reflective year of

analysis and study. Limiting the survey to this finite population has two distinct,

albeit utilitarian, benefits to the study. First, these officers would not be

deployed, or training in preparation to deploy and as such would increase the

probability of their having time to complete and return the survey. Secondly,

they are each in a position, as students, to criticarly assess the I (500)

program as outsiders for perhaps the first time in their careers.

Significance of the Study

This study seeks to address and solve a practical military problem.

Within the voiLmRnous body of work that has been previously written on the topic

of the MEU (SO(), research has uncovered little relevant published material

which clearly addresses the thesis question. The goal of this study is to identify,

from a pub!ished list of twenty-one MEU (SOC) missions, which missions are

essential to the continued functioning of the MEU, and which ones are not. This

will be accomplished by examining and clarifying the current list of missions in

order to produce a coherent and effective product. This finished product will be
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submitted to the Marine Corps doctrine writers for consideration and

implementation as a possible course of action for the MEU (SOC) program.

Short of that, this study will have contributed to the body of knowledge onr this

subject and attempted to remedy a perceived doctrinal shortfall.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The Marine Corps currently has in service an extensive and updated

series of publications to include Fleet Marine Force Field Manuals (FMFMs),

Marine Corps Orders (MCOs), Operational Handbooks (OHs), Fleet Marine

Force Reference Publications (FMFRPs), and a variety of other instructional

pamphlets and handbooks. These official publications serve to define and
pre..nt ,,l, ,•.., •doctrine, as we•, as to af-tuua,-, the vision of how the Marine

Corps intends to fight and win the next war.

Additionally there are no shortages of books, articles, and essays

detailing and chronicling the past achievements of the Marine Corps. There is

an abundance of written work which details how the Marine Corps will, or should,

look in the future. What is not available is an assessment and analysis of what

the Marine Corps is doing today in regards to the MEL) (SOC) program. This is

because the role of the Marine Corps as a player in the special operations arena

is still relatively new, and the doctrine from which the Marine Corps must operate

is still emerging.

It is for this reason that this research is heavily grounded in a series of

draft documents which were acquired from the Coalition and Special Warfare
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Division, Marine Corps Combat Development Center (MCCDC), Quantico,

Virginia, and from the Security and Law Enforcement Branch of Headquarters

Marine Corps in Washington, DC. The action officers in these departments are

charged with formulating the policies and writing the doctrine whiich will shape

the future of Marine Corps MEU (SOC) program. The Published and emerging

documents from which this research is based are:

1. Marine Corps Order 3120.8A.,(Current standing document dated 26

June 1992).

2. Marine Corps Order 3120.XX, (the latest draft, dated 13 July 1993).

3. The Marine Corps Capabilities Plan (Not dated).

4. Marine Corps Order P3000.16, Operational Policy MAGTF(SOC).

dated 18 June 1991.

5. The Marine Corps Operational Concept Number 8-1. For Marine

Expeditionary Units(SOC).

6. The original MEU (SOC) publication, The Qperational Concept "or

fi/inrinia Ampki~kigus . -InitrI be;-- A ý I C1I\ .~-

...... ,. ~ ,., ~ ~ IN '.jWIUI. au's, IQ '.JouI %.,I, UdLt:U

April 1987.1

7. The Maritime Oriented Special Operations Planning Handbook,

published by the Landing Force Training Command Pacific (LFTCPAC), dated

1988. (This is the consummate training document for a MEU (SOC) because it

encompasses all of the training standards, checklists and standard operating

procedures needed to prepare for the missions).
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All of the published and draft documents are evolving rapidly, and it is

clearly understood that today's plan may well become obsolete as new ideas

and directions are formulated. Maintaining the very latest information on the

status of these working drafts was a major part of the ongoing literature

research.

Historical Research

The history of United States Marines embarked aboard naval vessels

goes back to the very founding of our nation's Navy in 1775, and is well detailed

in both the Millett and the Little and Brown narrative histories of the United

States Marine Corps. In 1948, embarked Marines were for the first time forward

deployed with an eye towards maintaining a permanent forward presence as a

force in readiness. It was not until April of 1987 that the first concept paper

detailing the likely missions for the MEU (SOC) was published by FMFLANT.

That document articulated the Marine Corps role on the special operations

stage, as dictated in 1983 by then Secretary of Defense Weinberger. I was

indeed fortunate to have been able to acquire a copy of this historic document

from the SOC staff planners at Quantico, Virginia. Another valuable tool which

benefitted this study were the after action reports located in the Joint Universal

Lessons Learned System (JULLS), and the Marine Corps Lessons Learned

System (MCLLS).
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Ppriodicals

Because this is such a new issue, and given the limited amount of time

the Marine Corps has been involved in this program, it was apparent from the

start that the best source of current information would rest with periodicals. This

study sought to acquire background information from the pages of well

respected professional military journals such as: The Marine Corps Gazgee.

Infantry Magazine. Parameters. U.S.Naval Institute's Proceedings, The

Amphibio~us Warfare Review, and The Navy War College Review. There was no

shortage of articles detailing the scope and benefits of the MEU (SOC) program.

Many of these articles provided the latest general information which was

of great use in the preparation of the background information, and in the

discussion of the organization of the MEU (SOC). However, there were only a

few articles which were focused enough to have any significant bearing on the

thesis question itself.

Interviews

During the Christmas break I was afforded the rare opportunity to sit and

interview the primary action officers and doctrine writers at the Coalition and

Special Warfare Division, Marine Corps Combat Development Command at

Quantico, Virginia. These Officers, and in particular Major Larry Myers, USMC,

provided me with:
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a. personal contacts at all three division Special Operations

Training Groups (SOTG)s;

b. a series of working documents in draft form that address

precisely my thesis questions; and

c. the personal opinions, observations, and insights of the three

officers working closest to the issue. As a result of these meetings, additional

data was gathered from a number of military and civilian officials who have been

involved in the design and implementation of the MEU (SOC) program. In total,

seven Marine Corps, two Army and one U.S. Navy special Warfare officer

(SEAL) were personally interviewed. These officers ranged in rank from major to

major general.

Opinion Survey

"Another major portion of the research was conducted through the use of

a questionnaire, a sample of which is located in Appendix B. This questionnaire

asked the r':spondent to do three things: (1) assign each of the twenty-one

missions a letter grade of A through D depending on how he felt about the

validity of each mission, (2) rank in order, the ten most important missions that a

MEU (SOC) should be able to accomplish. These could be conventional or

special, (3) answer five "yes/no" questions and include a summary of his

opinions on the status of the MEU (SOC) program. One-hundred and twenty-

fi'-.e surveys were distributed to a target audience of Marine Corps field grade
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officers attending intermediate level schooling at: (1) the Marine Corps

Command and Staff Col:ege, (2) the School of Advanced Warfighting,

Quantico, Virginia, (3) the Naval War College, College of Cc mmand and Staff,

Newport, Rhode island, (4) the Air Force Command and Staff College, Maxwell

Air Force Base Alabama, and (5) the US. Army Command and General Staff

College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. This information has proved to be most

enlightening, and in many cases, surprising. Many of the respondents are

provocative and audacious in their analysis, while others embrace the status

quo.

One-hundred and twenty-five surveys were issued, and eighty-two

returned bv the cutoff date of 1 March 1 QQ., fnr o retu orn .... n" •:~ o

Of that number, fifty-five were infantry officers, seventeen were aviators, ten

were either combat or combat service support officers, fifty-five had MEU (SOC)

experience, and of that particular group forty-one were infantrymen. Each

returned questionnaire offerea added opinions and insights from which this study

has based its recommendations and, ultimately, its conclusions. A copy of the

questionnaire is located in Appendix B. The results of the survey are discussed

in Chapter Four. The majority of the computer-generated charts representing

the survey data are located in appendix C.
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fthobology

This study utilized a three-tiered approach in conducting the research.

The first tier of the model called for the examination and isolation of the body of

written work on MEU (SOC) capabilities. The second tier consisted of the

collection and analyses of the questionnaires. The third tier consisted of

conducting ten interviews with a variety of officers who are each considered

subject matter experts within the special operations community. The three

elements of research upon which my research model was built are only as good

as the analysis that must tie together the data and opinions into a coherent and

logical summation.

The res.•U,. f t. *.-.,,y vere , tred on a Lotus. 1-2-3 dia baua, and

run through a series of tabbings and cross- tabbings in accordance with the

research model in the SPSS main frame program. The responses for each

mission were given the Mantel Haenszel test for linear association, the Fishers'

expected frequency test, and the continuity correction likelihood test. These

tests examined and confirmed the reliability of the data and identified possible

variants. In addition to the guidance of the research chairman and committee, I

employed three other students to assist me in assessing the data independently.

These students assisted this study by reviewing each of the returned surveys

and then discussing with me their perception of trends and the opinions of the

respondents.
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The Four Criteria for Being a MEU (SOC) Mission

The final filter which this study used to examine each MEU (SOC)

mission was the establishment of a series of criteria based upon four principles:

1. Is the mission one that stands alone, or is it a part of another

mission? A stand alone mission incorporates any number of capabilities, but

those capabilities are not unto themselves missions; rather they are components

of a larger common mission. For example, flying a helicopter utilizing night

vision goggles, at sea, and in bad weather is an amazing capability. Much

training has gone into the development of this capability by the helicopter crew,

but it is not unto itself a mission. However, when those helicopters are loaded

with Marines and headed towards an objective to be raided, attacked, or

rescued, then it is a mission. How many of the twenty-one MEU (SOC) missions

are merely enhanced capabilities that are mis-labeled as missions?

2. Is this a unique mission that only MEU (SOC) forces train for, or does

ev...y conve.-n--on battalion in the Mladne Corps irain for the same mission?

3. Are these missions distinctly maritime operations, capable of being

executed primarily from naval platforms? This is, after all, the essence of, and

the raison d'etre, of the MEU (SOC): maritime forward presence. This one of

the unique qualities and capabilities of the MEU (SOC) that cannot be easily or

adequately duplicated by the forces of USSOCOM.
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4, Does the preparation and execution of this mission require highly

specialized training, gear and equipment not ordinarily utilized by other U.S.

Marine Corps Forces?

Individual Mission Examination

Each mission is examined and analyzed in Chapter Four. This time

consuming and laborious process was more beneficial than reviewing only some

"of them, or reviewing them in groups. By dissecting each of the twenty-one MEU

(SOC) missions, and running them through the survey, interview and criteria

fitters, a formal assessment could be made of the relative merits and

weaknesses of each. There are some cases where the survey data points in a

certain direction and the study's conclusions do riot concur. While these cascs

are rare, they result from the fact that after considerable review and reflection,

the author has placed more credence in the interviews, literature, or reader's

comments. These conclusions are harder to quantify, and will be addressed

specifically.
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CHAPTER 3

THE MARINE EXPEDITIONARY UNIT (SPECIAL OPERATIONS CAPABLE)

The United States M3rine Corps has always been highly dependent on

the United States Navy for its existence, but those roles have recently been

drastically reversed. Never before has the Navy been so dependent on, or so

openly enthusiastic about, amphibious operations. During the Cold War

amp[,ibious warfare was just one of several important functions that the U.S.

Navy was tasked to train, organize, and eqi'ip its forces to conduct under the

charter of Department of Defense Directive 5100.1.1 This directive details the

roles and functions of each of the armed forces.

With the publication of the new maritime strategy... From the a in

1992, the Navy is placing a much greater emphasis on littoral (coastal) warfare.

This publication details four key benefits associated with the introduction of

Naval Expeditionary Forces (NEF) into a theater: (1) the ability to respond

quickly to most future flash points because Navy/Marine forces are already

forward deployed in theater, (2) the NEF is structured to quickly build combat

power in the area of operations, providing a full range of capabilities provided by

the organic sea-air-land forces of the NEF, (3) the NEF has the ability to remain

on station for a lengthy period of time while sustaining itself, and (4) the NEF is
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unobtrusive in that there is no need for overflight, basing, or landing rights in

a,.3ther nation. The NEF has a freedom of action guaranteed by the

international adherence to the freedom of the seas resolution.2

This change in focus is a direct result of the collapse of the Soviet Union

and the disintegration of the once formidable Soviet Navy. With the absence of

any serious challenge for blue water supremacy, the United States Navy has

turned its attention to being able to quickly respond to a host of potential

international flash points.3 The fundamental concepts of this new strategy

details how the United States will use its command of the seas to operate

forward as a flexible response force. This strategy seeks to arrive quickly at a

trouble spot with an enabling force while massing larger forces as required for

follow-on operations. These enabling forces can establish control over the

littoral battlespace by controlling port facilities and airheads for the rapid

introduction and buildup of heavier follow-on forces if necessary.4

A History Of Sea Service

The Marine Corps has a tradition of assauil ir=m the sea. From the very

beginning of American naval history, the United States Navy has sailed with

embarked Marines. This tradition evolved from the English Royal Marines, who

in 1644 formed two Regiments of Marines to sail with the fleet, as soldiers,

under the direct control of the High Admiralty. 5 During the American Revolution,

American ieaders realized they would end up fighting a naval as well as a land
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vrar, and called for the raising of tv,'ýi battalions 0t Marines.6 From these humble

beginnings, and through every coiflict in our nations history, United States

Marines have continued to serve on ships in service to our nation.

It was under former Commandant Major General John Lejeune that the

Marine Corps evolved fom a small and often largely ceremonial force, to a force

capable of conducting large-scale offensive amphibious assaults. Visionaries

like Lieutenant Colonel Earl Ellis were allowed, and in fact directed, to look

towards the future and write a doctrine from which the Marine Corps could

become capable of conducting large scale offensive amphibious operations.

The great success enjoyed by the Marine Corps and the Army in conducting

large-scale amphibious operations during World War II validated the

extraordinary efforts of these men.7

Following World War II, the National Security Act of 1947 codified into

law the strength, roles and functions of the United States-Marine Corps. This act

required that the Marine Corps be the lead developer, trainer, and practitioner of

the art and doctrine of amphibious warfare.8 in 1948, in addition to positioning

Marine Corps units afloat in the Mediterranean Sea, the Marine Corps began, for

the first time, to deploy embarked Marines to the western Pacific as a hedge

against the spreading regional instability caused by the advent of the cold war.

This forward deployment concept required flexibility and a new method of

organizing and configuring combat units. 9
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The Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAQGTF) Concept

Each MAGTF is task organized and comprised of Marine ground

combat, aviation combat, and combat service support elements, under a single

command structured to accomplish a specific mission. The Marine Air-Ground

Task Force provides the regional CINC or JTF commander unparalleled

flexibility and versatility, by delivering a self-sustained combined arms task

force.10 These forces can loiter offshore near potential trouble spots as a show

of force, and through the rapid staff planning sequence be ready to execute

.combat operations within six hours of receiving an alert order. There are three

types of standard Marine Air-Ground Task Forces which can be task organized

and tailored to suit any mission. They are the Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU),

the Marine Expeditionary Brigade (MEB) (also now being called the MEF-

forward), and the Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF). Additionally, there is the

ability to compose a Special MAGTF (SPMAGTF), as was done in 1988 in order

to provide safe escort to the re-flagged Kuwait oil tankers in the Persian Gulf.

TIhe Depar-imeni of ihe Navy vvnite Letter"... From the Sea" articulates the

vision of MAGTFs participating as part of naval expeditionary forces (NEFs)

operating in a forward deployed area.11

Marine Corps Order 3120.8A, The Policy for the Organization of Fleet

Marine Force Units fo• Combat, details three combat capabilities required of all

Marine Air Ground Task Forces (MAGTFs)•
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1. The capability to conduct operational maneuver from the sea on

short notice via air or surface means against distant inland targets:

a. Under adverse weather conditions.

b. From over the horizon.

c. In an emission controlled (EMCOM) environment.

2. The capability to locate and fix the enemy, to include finding and

identifying these forces, maintaining surveillance once located, and assessing

their capabilities and intentions.

3. The capability to engage, destroy, or capture the enemy in a rural or

urban setting.12

The Composition of a MAGTF

There are four distinct elements common to every size of Marine Air-

Ground Task Force:

1. Command Element (CE) of the MAGTF headquarters. A MEU is

normally commanded by a colonel. A MEB or (MEF-FORWARD) is normally

commanded by a brigadier general, and a MEF is normally commanded by a

lieutenant general. The Special MAGTF will be commanded by an officer of

rank commensurate with the size of the force and scope of the mission.

2. Aviation Combat Element (ACE). The MAGTF element that is task

organized to provide all or a portion of the functions of Marine Corps aviation

in varying degrees based on the tactical situation and the MAGTF mission and
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size. These functions are air reconnaissance, anti air warfare, assault support,

offensive air support, electronic warfare, and control of aircraft and missiles.

3. Ground Combat Element (GCE). The MAGTF element that is task

organized to conduct ground operations. The GCE is constructed around an

infantry unit and varies in size from a reinforced infantry battalion to one or more

reinforced Marine division(s). The ground combat element also includes

appropriate combat support and combat service support units.

4. Combat Service Support Element (CSSE). The MAGTF element that

is task-organized to provide the full range of combat service support necessary

to accomplish the MAGTF mission."

MAGTF ORGANIZATION
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Figure 1.
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The Marine Expeditionary Unit Concept

A MEU is the smallest of the three types of traditional MAGTFs.

According to Marine Corps Order 3120.8a, The policy for the Organization of

Fleet Marine Eorces for Qombat. the basic mission of the MEU is to plan for and

conduct those conventional and maritime operations assigned by a Theater

CINC, a Fleet CINC, or a Joint Task Force Commander.14 While there may still

be an occasion to form a MEU that is not special operations capable, today all

MEUs scheduled for regular overseas deployments train to become Special

Operations Capable qualified. There is no major difference in the notional task

organization between a MEU and a MEU (SOC). Forward deployed MEU

(Rf.l•Vr• . -ha,1 e-ed, it onar,, foracs of ,-,ombined ,,ArmS that are -atak-

organized, equipped and trained to conduct forward presence and crisis

response missions while operating in the littoral areas of the world.' 5 The

conventional missions assigned to each MEU are:

1. To be able to perform the broad spectrum of amphibious operations

from a demonstration to an amphibious assault, and remain sustainable for a

period of no less than 15 days.

2. Act as an enabling force for follow-on Marine, joint, or combined

forces.

3. Conduct amphibious operations in accordance with, and in support

of, national or allied war plans as may be directed by the National Command

Authorities.
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4. Conduct operations ashore in support of national or allied objectives.

5. Perform contingency requirements in support of a unified

command.16

Organization of the ME.U (SOC

As is the case for any MAGTF, the MEU (SOC) is task-organized and

comprised of four elements: Command element (CE), Air combat element

(ACE), Ground combat element (GCE), Combat Service Support Element

(CSSE). Figure 1 illustrates the notional task organization of a MEU (SOC)

MEU(SOC) TASK ORGANIZATION

CoWIq•"lTICRu~

NFAMUNALK ROW AD WMT(CqNOT C*

Mý (wr ~ ~ ~ ~ m~cc EVA" MMTsa" urQ~(
I 1

Figure 2.

The Command Element: The MEU (SOC) is commanded by a colonel,

and supported by a staff capable of carrying command and control of MEU
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(SOC) operations ashore. Additionally, this staff is well designed to support the

theater CINC in joint or combined operations.

The Ground Combat Element (GCE): The GCE is built around an

infantry battalion consisting of three rifle and one weapons companies. The

battalion is augmented with a battery of artillery, a company of light armored

vehicles (LAV) from the light armor infantry battalion (LAI). Also attached to the

infantry battalion are platoon sized units of combat engineers, reconnaissance

Marines, trucks, amphibious tractors (AMTRACS), and when the situation

dictates, tanks. When all of these units have married up with the infantry

battalion, it is then referred to as a Battalion Landing Team (BLT). In short, in a

MEB or MEF there would be many BLTs comprising the GCE. In a MEU, the

BLT is the GCE. The BLT/ GCE is commanded by the infantry battalion

commander, who is usually a Lieutenant Colonel.

The Air Combat Element (ACE): The Ace of the MEU (SOC) is

traditionally a reinforced medium helicopter squadron, reinforced with heavy,

attack, and light helicopters. The ACE is commanded by the medium helicopter

squadron commander who is usually a Lieutenant Colonei, In theater AV-86

Harrier attack jets are also assigned to the MEU (SOC), and will spend some

time embarked on the ships during the six month MEU (SOC) deployment.

When not embarked with the MEU (SOC), these jets are on standby, ready to

join the MEU (SOC) within six hours. Additionally, KC-1 30 refuelers for fixed

and rotary wing assets, and air-defense augmentation is available in theater.
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The Combat Service Support Element (CSSE): The MEU Service

Support Group (MSSG) is the CSSE of the MEU (SOC). It is commanded by a

Lieutenant Colonel and responsible to the MEU (SOC) commander for the

sustainment of the force. This command carries in it a myriad of specialists all

designed to ser vice the MEU (SOC), and keep it fully operational and capable of

carrying out its assigned missions.

A .omparison Of Regular and Special Operations Capable Infantry Battalions.

There are currently twenty-four infantry battalions within the active

Marina Corps. Of that number, exactly half are in the process of preparing for

duty as MEU (SOC) battalions. The life cycle for a MEU (SOC) battalion is six

months on deployment, followed by eighteen months in preparation for the next

cruise. The twelve battalions not training for the MEU (SOC) mission are still

training within the standard twenty-four month cycle. Instead of deploying on

ship for six months, they are flown to Okinawa, Japan, where they are assigned

to the Third Marine Division as part of III MEF. The conventional battalions will

remain in the Western Pacific (WESTPAC) for six months before returning

home. In this capacity these units are acting as a forward deployed presence as

part of the Unit Deployment Program (UDP). From their home base in Okinawa,

these battalions will travel throughout the region conducting training exercises

like Team Spirit in Korea, and Cobra Gold in Thailand.
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The training and evaluation received by both special and conventional

battalions is identical when preparing for conventional skills, and missions. The

difference occurs when the MEU (SOC) battalions prepare for their special

operations missions. A considerable amount of time, money and resources,

over what is spent on the UDP battalions, are spent preparing the MEU (SOC)

battalions for their deployment.

The Marine Corps has a history of distrust and skepticism for any unit

within the Marine Corps that considers itself special. There have been cries of

elitism heard within the Marine Corps from Marines, not serving in MEU (SOC)

units, who resent the extra attention and money spent on the MEU (SOC)

nro •ram. An hiztcr;cal eX..mpi of hlyo of .... tution" l SUSpicion w caus......

by the formation of the Marine Raider battalions of World War II. Although

these units were comprised of hand screened Marines organized under a system

similar to that of the British Royal Marine Commandos, their existence was

shortlived. These Raider battalions saw considerable action in the early portion

of the war, and were moderately successful. However it was not the Japanese

who caused their demise, but rather their fellow Marines who eventually caused

the Raiders tc be disbanded. The Marine Corps considers itself an elite

organization and many Marines, then and now, feel there is no room for an elite

within an elite. 17

An indisputable benefit of the intense MEU (SOC) training program is

the introduction of new ideas, training programs and standards. These new and
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broadened opportunities for training can only serve. to strengthen the entire

institution. An often overlooked side benefit of the MEU (SOC) program occurs

after a Marine has left the MEU (SOC) unit and taken his new skills, ideas, and

standards with him to his new unit. This creates a cross pollination of fresh

ideas and a distribution of highly skilled and trained Marines around the entire

Marine Corps. Former MEU (SOC) Marines who arrive in UDP battalions pass

on many of the learned skills to their fellow Marines. While there is no

difference in the quality of Marines assigned to these two types of infantry

battalions, a former MEU (SOC) Marine has been exposed to, and trained for, a

wide variety of scenarios that his UDP counterpart has not. Selection for these

battalions is normally random, although it is fair to say that a vast majority of

Marines would prefer to be assigned to a MEU (SOC) battalion if given the

choice. The reason is for the enhanced training, travel opportunities, and the

chance to be in a unit trained to be the first on the scene of any international

crisis. These factors contribute significantly to the units self-esteem and possibly

strives to imbue into his own force?

Training The MEULI (S) Ba.tallo

In order to be successfu~ly designated as a special operations capable

MEU by Headquarters Marine Corps, the MEU must pass a rigorous

examination. This will occur roughly thirty days !:iefore the scheduled
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deployment, and serves to examine the MEU's ability to successfully perform

each of the assigned conventional and special operations capable missions. To

prepare for these examinations, each MEU undergoes an arduous twenty-six

week pre-deployment training cycle. The training syllabus is focused on

performance related and standardized mission-essential task lists. This training

plan follows an incremental and progressive building block approach to training.

The training program begins with the training of the small unit leaders. No

phase of training is more important to the success of the MEU (SOC) program

than the training of the non-commissioned officers and junior officers. In an

environment of centralized planning and decentralized execution, the process of

instilling into each leader the tactical expertise he will need to accomplish his

mission, coupled with the reasoning and discretionary skills needed to operate in

the absence of orders, is critical.

Once the small unit leaders are trained and assigned, the process of

focusing on individual skills and small unit training begins in earnest. All of thk

traininn iq rdrinp tn nre-esablshedhf sta~rndards, nnA emh ndd4% U,_ is

monitored and evaluated along the way.

This twenty-six week training cycle is not just for the members of the

BLT. The ACE, and the MSSG are also preparing for the SOC evaluations, and

the forthcoming deployment. The MEU staff is busily coordinating training

between the elements of the MEU, and ensuring that the various components

are working together as often as the operational tempo will allow.
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The training program also necessitaias that the MEU staff begin to look

externally by integrating with the Navy's Amphibious Squadron (PHIBRON) staff,

Triese two staffs will be co-located and dependent upon each oihes Throughout

the six month deployment. In addition, the MEU staff must become acquainted

with and understand the capabilities, complexities, and limitations associated

with the Carrier Battle Groups. In addition, a MEU (SOC) may know ahead of

time that it will be working in a joint or combined anvironrment, and will need to

prepare for specific future operations.

The keys to a successful training cycle for a MEU are: early personnel

stabilization, the sharpening of individual and unit skills through enhanced and

repetitive training, an extensive training package designed to train the trainers,

and the continuous evaluations of all units in the MEU. This methodology allows

the MEU (SOC) to prepare for and execute a full range of capabilities. The

training program builds on base line capabilities, culminating in a certification

exercise called the Special Operations Capable Exercise (SOCEX). This

Drocess evaluates the MEU's warfinhtinn npnprni nijrrmn•= wynaifinnr. elfill
• " ~~~~~~~.... .... ........... •........-....-f--Ir-- ...... I".......''v•.v

and maritime special operations capabilities.

Prior to entering into the final phase of training, where the focus is

almost exclusively the special operations capable missions, the MEU units must

first pass their conventional skill-based Marine Corps Combat Readiness

Evaluation System (MCCRES) tests. These are the same tests that each

conventional unit must pass before going overseas oni its six mornth
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deployments. The MCCRES standards measure each unit in a series of

exercises which evaluate all aspects of how a unit performs under combat-like

conditions. For an infantry battalion this will range from the individual soldiering

skills of the squads to the staff coordirnation during a battalion night attack.",

Certificaticn Process

This process is continuou., in nature and eicomrp•sses training

events/evaluations throughout the entire. predepluyrnent training progrart.. Oniy

MEUs which have undergone the SOC training program, and have clearly

demonstrated proficiency in eacrh of the twenty-cre special operations skills and

capabilities contained in Marine Corps Ordw 3120.8A, and have successfully

comiipleted the SOICEX haii be ce.-ified and designated as MEU (,9(4. AMi

MEU (SOC) designated unit- shall be capable of concurrently executing all

warfighting and generai purpose expeddicnary capabilities required of all

MAGTFs.' 9 The SOCEX is thu final exam for the MEU in each of the twenty-one

missions. The MEU will be tested for proficiency in all missions, e.s.: NEO,

TRAP, GOPLAT, Raids, and IHR. These missions must be able to be performed

at night, under (EMCON) conditions, and each missicn will be retested until the

unit meets the prescribed standard.20 In addition to the previously listed twenty-

one special operations missions, each MEU (SOC) is evaluated tor proficiency in

the six warfightiog and general purpose expeditionary or conventional

capabilities:
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1. Amphibious Operations. Paramount in importance to the MEU

(SOC)'s forward presence and crisis response mission is the requirement to

conduct the full range of conventional amphibious operations. These operations

could, if necessary, call for the MEU (SOC) to act as an enabling force which

would allow the introduction of follow-on forces (either MEF and/or

joint/combined forces). Former Marine Commandant, General Robert Barrows

was once asked by a young officer, who had recently trained for several types of

missions in several types of climates, "How can we become experts in any type

of warfare when we are constantly training in so many?" Commandant Barrows

replied that the Marine Corps must be the jack-of-all trades, and the master of

one: amphibious operations. And so it is here that we must keep our greatest

focus and expertise.

2. Command, Control. Computers and Intelligence ("41). The

integration of communications, computers and intelligence technologies and

procedures into a functional, cohesive system that supports the commander.

C41 permits entry into national, theater, joint and combined systems to support

all-source intelligence fusion, and to permit MEU rapid planning decision,

dissemination and execution.

3. Joint/Combined Force Interoperability. MAGTFs will normally be

employed in conjunction with Joint or Combined Task Force (J/CTF) operations.

Force interoperability is a shared responsibility of the J/CTF commander and

subordinate elements. The MEU (SOC)'s unique crisis response requirements
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necessitate increased attention to interoperability issues relative to Special

Operations Forces (SOF) within the other services. MEU (SOC) forces need to

be able to communicate with ail of the CINC's assets with whom we may be

tasked to work. In todays joint climate, all Marine Corps forces must be

prepared to work with and for theater CINCS, JTF commanders, and perhaps

even allied (combined) forces.

4. Battle Area Ingress/Egress. The capability to enter and exit a battle

area at night under adverse weather conditions, from over the horizon in

EMCON, by both surface and air platform

5. Locate and Fix the Enemy. The capability to locate and fix the

enemy, detecting and then identifying enemy forces, maintaining surveillance on

the enemy, assessing its capabilities and intentions, and reporting these findings

to higher headquarters.

6. Rapid Staff Planning. The capability to-rapidly plan and be prepared

to commence execution of operation within six hours of receipt of the warning

order. Commencement of operations is signified by the launch of forces by air

and/or surface means. This may range from the insertion of reconnaissance and

surveillance assets in support of the mission to the actual launch of an assault

force.
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Current MEU C Dis~ositions

Today, there are seven MEU (SOC) headquarters organizations in

active service, three in Californiia and North Carolina, and one in Okinawa,

Japan. Based out of Camp Pendleton, California are, the 11 th, 13th and 15th

MEUs. These ME'Us are comprised from units in I MEF. Based out of Camp

Lejeune, North Carolina, are the 22nd, 24th, and the 26th MEU (SOC)s. These

MEU (SOC)s are comprised of units from II MEF. There is normal!y one MEU

(SOC) forward deployed in the Mediterranean Sea region, the Western Pacific

region, and the Indian Ocean/ Persian Gulf region at all times.

The infantry battalion of the Okinawa-based 31 st MEU is always a

mcmber of the Fifth Marine Rement of' M Un"I k "-':a- y -1 M Lt1 MEU

(SOC) units, this battalion is flown to Okinawa to begin their six-month rotation.

Once arrived in Okinawa, the infantry battalion links up with the other elements

of the MEU, and the Amphibious Read-y Group (ARG) to begin training for the

SOCEX. Currently the BLT will undergo the first three months of the training

syllabus in California, and the last three months in Okinawa before taking the

SOCEX certification examinations. This system allows the MEU, if successful in

the SOCEX, to be a certified MEU (SOC) unit for only three months before

returning to California. This particular MEU is a hybrid between the UDP and

MEU (SOC, program. In reality, this MEU will only be ready to respond as a

MEU (SOC) qualified battalion fifty percent of the time. However, this unit has
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passed its MCCRES before flying to Okinawa, and possesses the full range of

conventional skills.

There is no prescribed standard load for a MEU (SOC). The MEU

(SOC) commander will outfit his unit based on probable mission employment,

and the shipboard space available. Some commanders feel that they will need

tanks; others are willing to give up some sustainability for more artillery or

engineer equipment. These are extremely difficult and potentially dangerous

trade-offs being made by the MEU (SOC) commanders. This problem exists

because of the early retirement of the Landing Ship Tanks (LSTs), and the

general reduction of the amphibious fleet. The retirement of the LST fleet meant

that fifteen dedicated amphibious ships, with irreplaceable and invaluable cargo

spaces, were lost to the Marine Corps. Traditionally each MEU (SOC) had an

LST in the ARG. The LST is a flat bottom ship which has an unduplicated

beaching capability, and capable of carrying a reinforced rifle company and their

accompanying AMTRACKS.21

The area where most commanders feel they can accept being

shortchanged today is sustainability. Traditionally, a MEU (SOC) sails with

either a four or five ship Amphibious Ready Group (ARG), and carries with it 15

days of sustainability. There have been some recent experiments conducted

where the ARG is reduced to three ships augmented by a rifle company and a

small detachment of helicopters aboard an Aircraft Carrier. This carrier is
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normally in close proximity to the ARG, and, in theory, can quickly transfer the

Marines back aboard ship if needed.

Originally Marines were placed on carriers as an experiment in adaptive

force packaging. These small Marine detachments were called Special

MAGTFs (SPMAGTF). They were supposed to be small, but capable, multi-

mission forces, able to conduct limited objective attacks, small level amphibious

raids, and if trained sufficiently, Maritime Interdiction Operations, and Gas and

Oil Platform Takedowns. The preliminary reports indicate that the experiments

will probably not be repeated for tvo reasons. First, by removing a rifle company

from the MEU (SOC) commander, one third of his combat and maneuver

capabilities are lost, as well as the special operations capabilities which that

company had trained for. Since no one unit could be proficient in more than a

few of the MEU (SOC) twenty-one special operations missions, responsibility for

the missions is spread across all the units in the MEU (SOC). If the MEU (SOC)

NEO company is not with the ARG, but aboard an aircraft carrier, and the MEU

(SOC) is called upon to execuite a NEQ missinn within six honirs there ,.A11 be

some extraordinary coordination problems. This arrangement - -tes severe

organizational command and control problems when planning operations.

Another problem encountered was the difficulty in rapidly cross-decking all

Marines and their gear from one platform to another while underway.

A real life example of the problems associated with the adaptive force

packaging concept occurred on October 18 1993, with the 22nd MEU (SOC)
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under the command of Colonel Jan Huly. Instead of leaving Norfolk, Virginia

with the traditional five ship ARG, the 22nd MEU (SOC) sailed with only three

ships, and was ordered to transfer two-hundred and fifty Marines and four CH-46

helicopters to the aircraft carrier U.S America. What resulted was that when the

22nd MEU (SOC) was called to reinforce the U.S. forces already in Somalia after

the ill-fated Mogadishu raid, Colonel Huly did not have any of the Landing Craft

Air Cushion (LCACs) that he needed. Additionally he had left half of his artillery

at home, and had far fewer vehicles and supplies than needed to be effective.22

Newly selected Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Michael Boorda has gone on

record as saying that while the adaptive force packaging concept was a useful

experiment, the overall concept was flawed. This is good news for the Marine

Corps.
21

Conclusions

The MEU (SOC) is a superbly trained and tactically organized MAGTF

designed to provide the CINC or JTF commander with a multitude of options.

Whether the crisis situation dictates the use of special or conventional

capabilities, the MEU (SOC) is a force in readiness prepared to carry out a wide

variety of missions. Whether acting alone or as an enabling force for follow-on

forces, the MEU (SOC) comes equipped with organic air support, fire support,

and built in sustainability all designed to be employed within six hours notice.

MEU (SOC) units are on duty around tFho world, twr-:y-four hours a day, every
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day of the year. These forces epitomize American forward presence and are an

essential link in the national security strategy of this nation.
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS

IntroQd.ign. Each mission will be examined in order, from mission one

through mission twenty-one. Included in the discussion of each mission wi1 be

the results of the survey, the results of the interviews, an occasional explanatory

note and the most current information available regarding each mission. This

will include an examination of several of the missions that have been recently

executed by MEU (SOC.) forces. Wh !e each ission wi!! be discussed, there,

will be no conclusions drawn in this chapter. Ail conclusions and

recommendations will be provided in Chapter Five.

Included at the end of the discussion of each mission is a graph which

depicts the results of the opinion surjey. This graph reflects the opinion of all

eighty-two respondents. Of triese, fifty-five were infantry officers, seventeen

wei'e aviators, and ten were either combat service or combat service support

officers. Fifty-five of the eighty-two respondents were officers who had served

previously in a MEU (SOC) unit and of that fifty-five, forty-two were, infantrymen.

The results of the survey were analyzed and tabulated into a series of graphs

depicting riot only the opinion of the total survey population, but also the opinion
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results of each of the five survey sub-groups. The survey is enclosed as

Appendix B, and the graphs and figures are enclosed as Appendix C.

Each respondent was asked to grade each mission by assigning it a

letter grade of A, B, C, or D. The assignment of an "A" indicated that the

respondent thought the mission was an appropriate MEU (SOC) mission. Tie

assignment of a "B" indicated that the respondent teft the mission was lot

inherently special, but still necessary for any MAGTr-, to include the MEEU

(SOC), to be able to accomplish. The assignment of a "C" indicated tiat the

respondent felt this mission belonged to USSOCOM and not the Marine Corps,

Assignment of a "D" indicated that the respondent felF the. mission was too costly

in terms of money, time and resources for tVe MU (30.) to conduct.

Additionally, the survey asked the respondent to answar fiwv "yeslnu" quesCtlSt:s,

and to list in order of importance the ton ten imissions a MEU (SOC) unQt sn•uu~

be able to perform, These top ten missions could be either conwy rtonr,; or

"special" missions which the respondent felt were critical to the success of the

MEU (SOC_ The overall nankinn nf enrch rnieoirin ia nhivn -at th•er- end f the%

discussion for that particular mission, and the results of the five questions are

listed at the end of this chapter.

A point that may need clarification before reviewing the analysis of each

mission is that many of the inissons selected by the mrajority of respondents to

be included in the top ten poll, wenr, .-d.o found by the respondents to be. not

exclusively MEU (SOC) or "special" misaions. Thk resporidents were not ask•.ed
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to pick what they considered to be the top ten "special" missions, but rather the

top ten most important missions for a forward deployed MEU (SOC) to be able to

accom~plist. "Tere, are severaf instances where after the majority of respondents

f0lond a mission to be c-onventional, they selected it as one of the top ten overall

rmisrsions most irrpoitvunt to the ME0 (S1OC). This is not an aberration, and

reflects; the f'ct that thle MEU (SOC) is not a unit performing exclusively "special"

missions. It is a unit that provides fur the execution of a wide range of

cornventiona! and rriaritirne •peci~E o,,perations in support of the national security

and militafy strategies of our nation.

The results of the su v.y continue to point out what appears to be a

problem of education arid peicN.', amongst nearly one-quarter of the

respondents. Many of the cornrrients returned with the surveys contained well-

founded and ratiana;l argurne.a.tr-i either in support of, or against the MEU (SOC)

program. A rather disturbink,) orld altogether unexpected finding was the large

prcerntage of respondw.ts 10io were so poorly informed about even the most

,',JV"-, , k," I•" , L1'Ia IVIL-LJ. .I'•t"* program Ge i..quent ,

completely erroneous editr(al3 detailing how the Marine Corps is mortgaging its

future as an effective coprnat organization in an attempt to duplicate the role of

the Special Opcrating Forces of USSOCOM. This is not true now, and was not

the ruation for the establishment of the MEU (SOC) program. Marine Corps

Order 3120.XX (draft) specifically states that "The Marine Corps does not

possess special operations forces."' It goes on to state in a discussion of the
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IHR mission that "Emphasis is on isolation, containment and reconnaissance of

the objective while awaiting the arrival of national assets.''Z Perhaps most

interesting was the fact that when respondents who had submitted surveys that

saw the MEU (SOC) program in a negative light, were read the stated mission

definitions and program objectives, most changed their opinions.

This points out several problems. Primarily, it indicates that many

Marine Corps officers are forming their opinions without possessing all of the

fact- in either their support or condemnation of the program. Secondly, it also

points out that the Marine Corps has not done as good a job as is necessary in

educating its officer corps on what may be the single most important program in

its inventory.

Mission Analysis

Mission 1: Amphibious Raids. The amphibious raid provides the

operational focus for the MEU (SOC). The cornerstone document of amphibious

warfare, to which all services subscribe, is published under a variety of names.

In the U.S. Army it is Eield Manual 31-1t in the Marine Corps it is Landi Force

Manual 01; the U.S. Navy publishes it as Naval Warfare Publication (NWPE

22M1; and the U.S. Air Force has this document published as Air Force Manual

LAEM) 2-53. Different covers notwithstanding, the documents are identical, and

each details the four basic types of amphibious operations, which are: (1) the
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amphibi-aus, assault, (2) the amphibious withdrawal, (3) the amphibiouIS

demonstration, and (4) the arrphibious raid.

The amphibious raid is characterized by detailed and centralized

planning, and decentralized execution. The planning for Operations ashore is

much !he same as it would be f~or capturing an enemy position during the early

sti;ýes of an amphibious assault, except for ihe planned withdrawal. Historical

examples of successful arnphibiouc, raids abound, ranging from the

Revolutionary War raid on New Providence and the sacking of Fort Nassau in

1778, W the. Makin Island raid led by Lt. Co1 Evans Carlsoni in Auqust of 1942,

The Marine Corps did not consider the amphibious raid to be a special

uperaticns mission, accomplished by only "specialists" whien it wrote the doctrine

on aimphibious operations in 1934 and published it as ThNj'Tenta-tive Nan uaý fo!'

Lied rtins This document wats revised and r(.epublishe,,i in 1940 a

Fleet Trraii; ~bistn i-un Qrj§17L, and detaib-s the sarni. basic four msim

ao itb successor, LFkM 02, does; toJ,~'.

The survey resuits indicnte a differroavnnof 'npinirin Imnn othe

respondents as to whether or not this inission should be kab~!ed either a specia

or cunventional operation. l'nterestirigly enough, %While ii-ost of -die roi~taiy

occ~upational spe(,ialty groupis were split '.zn the~ is:sue, those P,:ir~'ws with MELW

(SOC) sýxperienc~e consId,%.red this~ to lie a L.-Ijventional Luapabifty. '7 e

intt~rvie~vs :.onducted expres~sed a irei id cf oiiost unan iai'cLus f,.ýr the



removal of this mission from rolls of the special operations missions, and for its

inclusion as a baseline of performance for every infantry battalion.

The difference between the survey results and the interviews stem from

tvw problems. First, the incorrect assumption exists that only units at sea can

execute these missions, and since it is normally only the MEU (SOC) at sea,

then they alone will hand!e this mission. This line of reasoning is flawed and

dangerous because all infantry battalions are forward deployed on a regular

basis. Each infantry battalion in the Marine Corps not invcIved in the MEU

(SOC) program is part of the Unit Deployment Program (UDP). These units are

on a twenty-four month rotation (eighteen for the third Marine Regiment

stationed in Hawaii) of which the final six are spent forward dep!oyed in

Okinawa. Upon arrival in Okinawr- as members of III MEF, the unit will be at its

highest state of readiness, and able to respond to crises around the world. In

the event of a crisis, these conventional units may deploy on ships or aircraft,

and regardless of their platform or their means of insertion, they may be called

upon to execute an amphibious raid. The second problem sterns from the first.

The Marine Corps has put so much effort into the fielding and evaluation of the

MEU (SOC) battalions that we no longer evaluate the conventional battalions on

their capability to conduct amphibious raids. That in itself may be the most

important message that is erroneousiy being sent to the conventional battalions

and the reason why so many Marine Corps field grade officers have lost sight of

the amphibious raid as one of the most basic and viable missions within the
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Marine Corps" inventory. There was universal acceptance among all

respondents that the capability to perform this mission must be maintained by

the MEU (SOC). The arnphibious raid was raned second in importance of the

twenty-one MEU (SOC) missions by the respondents.

F MISSION 1

A 0

_ NO REVONDENV'S CI).+:-!i .SELECXII0 C Oi "0 _.

1-igure 3.

Mission T.wo: lmrnited .QW.Ai.:_ Attacks. The most probable use of a

MEU (SOC) for !imited objectivc; attacks would be in the conduct of a delaying

action while awaiking a larger force to reinforce the MEJU. This operati•n carl

be conducted with platoon to battaliun-sized fnrc, s, in.. ecorano.y of fr;ce,

d, laying action or spoiling attack role. This is also an operation in which a force

under pressure trades spa.ce for time by slowing down th• enemiy momentum

and inflicting max-imum damage on the enerny without becoming decisively

engagedrs6 Az', the MEU (SOC) is delaying, a smaller force Could conducti a

spoiling attack in an economy of force role. The successfdl UxecutLIn of this
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operation calls for detailed analysis of enemy strength and mobility, terrain,

required delay time, sustainability, and friendly fire support available.7

The survey results indicate that an overwhelming majority of

respondents feel that this mission is one that all Marine infantry battalions

should be able to accomplish. If you accept the basic premise that the forward

deployed MEU (SOC) must be able to fight outnumbered while awaiting

reinforcements, then this mission is an important one. The interviews conducted

were in agreement with the opinions reflected in the survey. Overall, this

mission was selected as being the sixth most important for the MEU (SOC) to be

able to perform even though it was not considered by the majority of

respondents to be an exclusively MEU (SOC) mission.

MISSION 2
LIMITED OBJECTIVE ATTACK
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Figure 4.

Missionthree; Non-CGombatant Evacuation Operations NEO). The

NEO is the most frequently executed of all the MEU (SOC) missions. The

capability to conduct Non-Combatant Evacuation Operations by evacuating and
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protecting noncombatants, includes the capability to provide a security force,

evacuation control center, recovery force, medical support, and transportation

of evacuees. Recent examples of Marine Corps participation in NEOs include:

Operation SHARP EDGE in Liberia in 1990-91, and Operation EASTERN EXIT

in Mogadishu, Somalia, in January of 1991. Operation EASTERN EXIT was

conducted by MEU (SOC) forces located in the Arabian Sea during Operation

DESERT SHIELD. These Marines flew non-stop from the Persian Gulf to

Mogadishu, Somalia in Marine Corps CH-53E helicopters, refueling in flight. As

these forces arrived in Mogadishu, the ARG was steaming to join them in order

to accommodate the more than three thousand American and international

civilians who would eventually be evacuated. As a forward deployed force in an

increasingly unstable world, there is a continued likelihood that this mission will

continue to be popular.

A NEO is a politically sensitive operation where there will be a large

degree of interaction with the Department of State, the Ambassador and his

siaff, arid quiie often the beiiigerents who are causing the instability. T-here are

two distinct types of NEO's: permissive and non-permissive. A permissive NEO

is characterized by some level of host-nat~on support, no armed opposition from

any faction, ease of entry and exit into the nation, and a safe place to process

and screen the evacuees. A non-permissive NEO means that one or more of the

preceding criteria does not exist. It should be noted that a permissive NEO can

digress into a non-permissive NEO instantly and this is where a large part of the
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training, for this mission is focusea. In thi-, en-,ironment, the establishment and

enforcement of the rules of engagement (RZE) are critical to any chance for

success. This operation is characterizea by both :entralizea planning and

execution, and requires an intense anu realistic training worup pi io to

deployment. The NEO is an example of a MEL (SOC, mission where the CSSE

of the MEU (SOC) play an extremely active and vital roie. tlormily, the infantry

forces will provide the security while the CSSE Marines zonaic' tne searches,

processing, interviews, and coordinate the evacuation of the AWojects.

The results of the survey found the NEO to be the tcp-ranked and most

popular mission for a MEU (SOC) to be able to accomplish, yet tnere was sharp

division in opinion as to whether this was a Special Operations, oi ct.inventional

mission. The results may reflect the fact that our last two NEO's have been

conduc-ted by ME!' (SOC) battalions. The erroneous assumption here is that,

like the question of amphibious raids, there will always be a MEU (SOC)

battalion available to conduct these types of missions. Fully one-third of the

Marine Corps' combat power is forward deployed in Okinawa, in the western

Pacific, and most of those battalions are not MEU (SOC). Over half of the

respondents do not think it necessary for the conventional battzdfions to be able

to perform this mission. The interviews conflicted with the survey, where 90% of

all officers supported all conventional battalions training for this mission.
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Mission Four: Show of Force Operation. The initial stages of this type

of operatio'n involve the massing of U.S. Navy warships, to include both surface

combatants, aircraft carriers and amphibious platforms off a potentially hostile

shore. The next stage of development, if needed, would be the use of an

amphibious demonstration. This could be ccnducted as a turn-away operation,

or there could be an actual landing and a combined operation with friendly

indigenous forces. A show of force, or demonstration operation, is one of the

four types of amphibious operations as specified by L.FM 01.

The results of the survey found that nearly 90% of the respondents

support the elimination of this capability as a MEU (SOC) mission and the re-

establishment of this mission as a conventional task. There was no general

difference of opinion between those officers surveyed and those interviewed.
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This missioi /capability was chosen as the thirteenth most important for the MEU

(SOCy to be able to accomplish.

"MISSION 4
e• SHO OF FORCE OPERATIONS
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Figure 6.

operation becomcs a link-up upe.iawn. These types of operations are important

to all Marine Corps ground units, ar.d whether they are conducted by special or

conventiona. capable forces doe:s not matter. As an enabling force for follow-on

elemnents, each ME.U (SOC) must nave the requisite skills needed to expertly

pf.rtorm this mission. S3,ccessful execution of this mission means being able to

adeptly conduct a relief-in-place, and/or passage of lines. Some of the

characteristics of this operation require the need to designate a common

commander, to establish C41 compatibility with the other forces, and if at all

possible, the exchanging of liaison officers. There is also a need for a common

set of well-defined routes and graphics so as to avoid any chance of fratricide.
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The results of the survey and the interviews point out very strongly that

while reinforcement operations are a very important capability for any ground

unit to possess, they are not inherently special. This mission/capability was

ranked fourteenth of twenty-one overall in order of importance for the MEU

(SOC) to be able to accomplish.
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Figure 7.

Mission Six: Security Operat&oLns. This type of operation is historically

one which any MAGTF could-be requit ed to perform. From its earliest days the

Marine Corps has been tasked with providing security to naval bases and

installations worldwide. Today the Marine Corps is still respunsible for the

guarding of the U.S. Navy's weapons and ordnance at naval weapons stations

across the nation. The Marine Corps is also ta'ked by the state department with

providing Marine Security Guard Detachments (MSG) at American embassies

and consulates around the world.

A security operation is often one of the eleme its ot a larger operation

like a NEO, 1 RAP, or an amphibious raid. During the -axecution of virtually any
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wilitary operation, the requgrement to maintain security is both a protective

rmeasire and force m1ulttiplier, and essential to success.

The results of the survey and interiews support this mission as one

which every MAGTF in the Marine Corps needs to be able to accomplish. While

the respondents did not consider it "special," it w,.R rarnked as the ninth most

important for a MEU (SOG) to bo able to perform. , is high ranking is, in my

opinion, based upon the fazt that while securit", operations are not often

regarded as a stand-alone mission, they are an, e:tremely vital component of

every other mission, and one which every Marine unit needs to be able to

perform.

r MISESION 6
44U. SECURITY OPERATIONSflO
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Figure 8.

r•r

isT Each MEU (0) must have

the capabilty to provide training and assistance to foreign military forces as

permitted by LU.$, law. One of the primary missions of the United States Army

Special Operations Forces is Foreign Internal Defense (FID). The Army Special
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Forces have an enormous and well-developed capability to provide MTTs

worldwide in support of national military objectives. The Marine Corps does not

seek to duplicate that capability. The Marine Corps MT T capability centers on

working with nations who have special needs within their own Marine Corps, or

in the appliczation of amphibious doctrine for their army. Additionally, because

the U.S. Marine Corps is so often conducting training exercises in other

countries, it will often take sGme time to train the hosts on a variety of skills from

small arms weapons training to high-level staff planning. While some of these

low-level visitations and exchanges are technically MTTs, they are more

realistically concerned with building goodwill, and are oftentimes an extension of

military courtesy from the United States to the host nation.

The results of the survey and interviews indicate a wide variance of

opinion. Although more than 50% of the respondents felt that this mission is not

special, and should be able to be performed by all MAGTFs. More than 20% of

the returned surveys indicate an undercurrent of opinion that the Marine Corps

'IIuuIU not L I beI,,vuIv u nv ivT as adi aii. This response may be as a result of

Marine Corps participation with the department of defenses in providing MTTs

for the war on drugs in Latin America, or it may stem from a feeling expressed

by several respondents that these MTTs are a distinctly special forces mission

best performed by the U.S. Army. One other respondent complained that his

unit was routinely tasked with providing the best staff non-commissioned officers

in the unit for this line of duty, resulting in a leadership shortfall.
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While'the Marine Corps i3 inivolved WYAIh tha fieldfng o, MfT's ,riat trzal

around the world under the auspices of nlational agencies, *hat is not the 7ocus

for the MTTs of the MEU (SOC). These iteams ar. focu3e'i on providing trainirg

and assistance to nations where the MEU (SOC) is working and training. This

is not a new or novel concept, as the Marine Corps has been involved in the

fielding of MTTs for over fifty years. There was a general lack of understanding

concerning this mission at the MEU (SOC) level on the part of many

respondents. This is oftentimes for the Marine Corps a mission of opportunity

and courtesy, not a matter of direction and policy. This mission was deemed to

be the nineteenth most important for the MEU (SOC) to be able to accomplish.

MISSION 7
MOBILE TRAINING TEAMS
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Figure 9.

Mission Eight: Civil Military Operations, The capability to conduct civil

Military Operations for:

a. .umanitarian/Civil A§sistance. To provide services such as medical

and dental care, minor construction repair to civilian facilities, temporary
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assistance in the administration of local government, and prompt adjudication of

foreign legal claims.

b. DQisaser Ref. To provide humanitarian assistance and physical

security to counter the devastation caused by man-made/natural disasters.

Also known now as Operations Other Than War (OOTVW), these

missions/capabilities are at the forefront of controversy, and a major item of

debate within all of the armed services. A growing fear exists that training for

these and other similar missions will negatively affect the readiness and

warfighting capabilities of our forces. To underscore this point, a highly

controversial article appeared in the winter edition of the 1992 Army War

College Quarterly publication, Parameters, titled "The Origins Of The Military

Coup of 2012" by Lt. Col Charles D'jnlap, USAF. In this futuristic treatise, Lt.Col

Dunlap details how after years of performing nothing but humanitarian ;inrA srcc.31

functions, the armed forces are woefully unprepared for an l•nkri invasion cf

the Gulf states in 2010, where the American force is troun-ed, This Ivads to a
militarv rni in in thp I Inittr _qf5ftie imrinn h-- xi,, r rio , ,l . . .....-S.... . . . .I. .......- - . .- --... , 1 - 1 - I-- . I'=** V WIIII'# UI�I ll VIK,~I . r|J •.f t ',JP

in its implicaticns, the article does call attention to the nweca 1o keep thase

OOTW missions in their proper perspective.

The Marine Corps has participated in several Humanitari~in/'ivi! Military

Operations (CMO) during this decade to include Operations' (1) FIERY VIGIL,

Philippines, 1991, (2) PROVIDE COMFORT, Northern Iraq, 1991. (3) SEA

ANGEL, Bangladesh 1991, (4) RESTORE HOPE, Somalia, 1392-93 ana (5)'The
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Los Angeles Riots, 1992. These operations were accomplished by both special

and conventional forces from all services.

The results of the survey and interviews indicate that most of the

respondents felt that these types of operations are not special, and are essential

for all MAGTFs to be able to accomplish. This mission was ranked as the

seventh most critical for a MEU (SOC). In my opinion, the reason for the high

ranking of this mission is because it is one which MEU (SOC) Forces have been

called upon in the past, and will most certainly be called upon in the future to

perform.

1 MISSION 1
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Figure 10.

Mission Nine: Tactical Deception OperatirAn. The greatest military

weapon available to any commander, short of overwhelming comnbat power, is

one of the principles of war: surpriSe. History is replete with examples of

smaller forces gaining great victories over larger ones through the prudent use

of deception operations. Stonewall Jackson's flanking attack into General
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H-owaid's Elevur'hi Corps at the Battle of Gb z--elfromville providc- a good

exarrpie of hf.-w a commandtv, whosefri w;~s -vealy c:.umumbered on the

battlefield, was ultirrunely vii~tcsious though the p~rudenit use of surprise and

deception. Th-,, MEU (SOC), :ike arhy other Mar4ne Ccofps unit, shou~d stUdyf and

understand well these, pi-inciples ;.s it will ncO norrrnaiiy hove the luxujry off

nurnerical superiority at the uutsei of ý;n enqagement. A WE'Ll (SOC') muot br,

abetojht smart as they wIl al~-ost certainly always fVi tumeeA

inuat desigr. and zonduict rvli~sions "hait provoke a desired rei--pariýe from J.he

enemny. This may inctmuae lindur~na the adversiary to premnatui'jrfy react to mip lie

p~erceives as a threat, thereby ;ev-aaiing his force dispwositions.

Thc- results of th; xurvey indicate agreement that this is not aun oaieraticm

wh)ose utility k's limited to 'the NMFJJ (SaC) units, This rni!sic'n did rio)t inspA

much dobate in the: quest'onnaires afnc6 tho'7z ýsubectý, iofterviý-ved dir) r~ot

understand~ its inclusiorn morijT 4ic; s2er,:ai ope~ratiaris capable mnivzions. The 4

prevailing sortirrent among the respondents was to question, what is so soe-'ial

;*bout adheience to the Drincinle of surviri-ne, Is th;i.- not onp- )f thra nrikirinkaie- of

war for 3,ny force of a'-Dy nativ)? This ir; sioý' is a hiighly useful tool that all

comrnrnnders u-"'Jize. 'Pi onfljde tett'ble difference between its application with

the MR)J ($;OC) arid i~-P conventional forces could be. the amphibious nature of

the deception itself. Seam-baz-cd fleints arid ruses would be inherently different

than those prciected by a~ land-Liased faice. This mission was ranked as being

the ivveritih most iirquortarmt for a NIEU (SOC) to be able to accomplish.
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Mission Ten: Fire Support Control. Thc capability to provide pasitive,

air ýind naval gun fire ( NGF) support contrat n,ý!surt~s and liaison teamls to all

jcint and combined fot~eF. This is normally accorniplisheci by providing

detachmenlZ acting in liaison from the Air Naval Gunfire Lialon Company

(ANGLICO). The requirements uf this mission Arc, not new and have led tc the

establishment of habitual relationships over thit years between the members at

AN('!CC1 arri nb 5 .-iirh i inif -Pi tha IUS4 Army P nr,&A-kýe k --

Airborne Division. This support function is the stated mission for the ANGLICO)

companies in the Marinc, Corps. There is one ANGLICO company in each or the

three Mdrine Expeditionary Force structures. These units are manned by highly

tfained, airborne-quaified experts it, the effect~vu planning and apphic,!ýtin (J

supporting arms. Each of the ANGLICO companies is commanded ty a Marine

Corps lieutenant colonel and contains ov.er thren hundred personnel. ThQý
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company task organizes its teams to the mnissabn. -rhe4e tceawms as-cle

Supporting Arms Liaiscn Tearnz (SALTSN, and Firepower Co~ trol Teamns (P.CTs).

Each SALT is normally haade~d by a MWr~Ie avitor captain, and iriclules -, U.S.

Navy lieuteniant (.IG) surface warfare offtucei, er~iisted fire support assistants, and

several communkationt: Tpeciafists. Each FCT ie headed by a Marir* Corps

first lieutenant and is at~azhedl directly to a su pported maneuver unit. Any timne

the U.S. Army or a combifred %flied force; is within rang,ý of U.S. flect support,

they should have SALT and FCT teams attached. These tearrxo Filso possess

laser guidance capability.3

The capability lo perfxnm this mission is needed in each of the forward

V 'W V 1-ia -~tueeueHee, lLI -ri''lni iiun i nrs can beO

dispatched to joint arnd combined furces, cc--located in the theater. This is an

important capability, and one which each MAGTF stiould have, bu~t du~e to the

lack of these specialized teams, most likeiy will not.

The results (if the survey indicate a unanimous accep~ance of this

capability as an impok-Lant mission for each MAGTF tý, be able to accomplish.

The majority of respondents saw this mission to be conventional. This finding

was echoed by those subiects who were interviewed. This missic~n was ranked

as being the eighteenrih moot important for tihe MEU (SOC) to be able to

accomplish.
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Figure 12.

Mission Eleven: Counterintelligence Operations. Within the confines of

the MEU these missions are conducted by the Counterintelligence Team (CIT).

Each MEF currently has three CITs. These teams can be assigned area

coverage or unit responsibilities. When deployed with a MEU (SOC), these

teams are involved in providing area coverage. These teams advise the

commander on countermeasures to potential sabotage, espionage, terrorism,

and subversion by preparing Cl estimates and plans. These tearns are also

trained to identify enemy collection activities, and provide briefs for embarked

Marines on enemy collection activities at future liberty ports.9

The results of the survey may indicate a lack of understanding of the

mission of the CIT. Based upon many of the comment.; in the survey, there is a

perception amongst many respondents that the MEU (SOC) units are actively

engaging in ii.,ge-scale CIT activities which is not the case. When briefed as to
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the small, yet important, role these teams perform for the MEUs, all of the

subjects interviewed agreed that this is a vital role for every forward deployed

conventional MAGTF. This one mission illustrates the classic misunderstanding

that so many of our Marine Corps field grade officers have about these 21

"missions," The shared perception that the MEU (SOC) program is seeking to

be all things to all people is an erroneous assumption and completely

unfounded. The reason that the CIT mission fared so poorly in the survey is

twofold. First, it is not in the mainstream of the Marine Corps, it exists in that

nether world of secrets and highly classified materials where fe',- Marines are

ever comfortable. Secondly, most, if not all, of the respondents have never been

involved in these types of missions and would not be exnected ton ,surinpp them

without more knowledge of what they actually entail. It was no surprise that this

mission finished last of twenty-one appraised for importance to the MEU (SOC).

I II f"J kI 4 4 J I
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Figure 13.
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Mission Twelve: Initial Terminal Guidance (ITG.. This mission is

normally accomplished by members of the MEU (SOC) reconnaissance units,

Landing Zone Control Team (LZCT), or by specially trained members of the

infantry companies. This capability is used and needed by both conventional

and MEU (SOC) units. Whether utilizing a Glidepath Approach Indicator Light

(GAIL), homing beacons, or infrared and colored lights, these teams must be

specially trained. This mission is an enabling mission for many of the other

listed MEU (SOC) rrissions. This is because the MEU (SOC) is so dependent

on its ability to :z.nduct operations by air at night, under emissions control

(EMCCOM) conditions and that without a solid ITG capability, the combat

effectiveness of the entire unit is severely degraded.

The results of the survey indicate a recognition of the need for all

Marine units to be able to accomplish this mission, with special emphasis for

those in the MEU (SOC). The respondents judged this capability to be the

seventeenth most important for a MEU (SOC) to be able to accomplish. This low

rankina can be attributed to the general oninion of the interviewed suibiects who

believe that all conventional and special operations units have always realized

the importance of this mission.
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Mission.Thirteen: Signal lIntelligence/Electronic_.WVarfare Operations

L•IlNT-_.V.V).. The characteristics of this mission call for the control of the

electromagnetic spectrum by SIGINT elemerts attached to the MEU (SOC).

These forces are provided to the MEU (SOC) from the Mar ine Corps Radio

Battalions. These detachments are tasked with providing the M•EU (SOC)

commander support through the application of electronic suppout measures

(ESM), electronic counter measures (ECM), and electronic counter-counter

measures (ECCM). SIGINT planning for an amphibious operation requires a

great deal of operational security (OPSEC). These detachments from the Radio

Battalion work closely with the CIT of the MEU (SOC) in the preparation and

maintenance of secure communicatiorbs for the MEU, while trying to detect,

mislead, and defeat the electronic signal of the enemy. There is no question

that this is a vital mission for all MAGTFs to possess, and one which the Marine
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Corps has sought to improve through realistic training and increased technology.

The results of both the survey and the interviews concur that this is an

important mission for the MEU (SOC) units to possess. What was surprising

was that by a two-to-one margin, the respondents thought this to be more of a

MEU (SOC) mission than a conventional one. This was an unexpected result

because all Marine units, regardless of branch, practice and train in these

SIGINT-EVW procedures. Additionally, twenty-two respondents indicated that the

Marine Corps should not be involved in this type of mission at all. The reason

for this variance must be similar to the reasons for the poor showing of the CIT

mission: a lack of awareness on the part of the officer corps as to what these

SIGINT forces actually do. Another reason for the poor showing may be

attributed to the fact that since the majority of the respondents are operators,

there is a reluctance to fully accept and appreciate an electronic mission as

being the equal of one in which they are involved, This mission is conducted by

a small handful of Marines who perform their missions with radios and computer

systems behind closed doors. Very few Marine Corps combat arms officers

have ever served in or around this highly technical environment, and as a result,

this mission did not fare well in the curvey. There is also a perception by a

small percentage of respondents that covert cloak and dagger operations are

being conducted by the MEU (SOC). This mission was rated as being the

sixteenth most critical for the MEU (SOC) to be able to perform.
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Figure 15.

Mission Fourteen: RecoveryQperations.

a., Clandestine Recovery: The capability to conduct clandestine

extraction of pefuorieli or sensitive items from enemy controiied areas.

b. Tactical Recovery of Downed Aircraft and/or Personnel (TRAP): The

capability to conduct recovery of downed aircraft and personnel, aircraft

sanitization, and provide advanced trauma-life support in a benign or hostile

environment. TRAP is limited to ovedand operations and must be able to be

conducted in a hostile environment under conditions of darkness and in

EMCON.

Depending on what documents are referred to, this mission is either

listed as one or two distinct missions. The July 1993 draft copy of Marine Corps

Order (MCO) 3120.XX, which is still being staffed at Headquarters Marine

Corps, considers these to be two separate MEU (SOC) missions. The Marine
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Corps Order still in effect, MCO 3120.8A, June 1992, lists only the TRAP as a

MEU (SOC) mission. For simplicity they have been listed together, hut each will

be addressed separately.

The TRAP mission in the MEU (SOC) is normally conducted by one of

the three reinforced rifle companies. This is one of the few MEU (SOC) missions

that Marines are called upon to perform with some degree of regularity; the

other being a NEO.

In July of 1992, the Marine Corps conducted a successful TRAP

mission into Bosnia Herzegovina. TRAPS fulfill a role that standard Navy and

Air Force Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR) units cannot. That role is the

clalndelstine intFodu• Iii 0II a Spec a lly-till a i Ine U a n Iu tai•li oeUre1 cumlbali 'I0:c o tei-le

express purpose of recovering, by force if necessary, downed personnel and/or

equipment. This capability is built into modules of forces based upon the threat

scenario. Each MELI (SOC) is prepared to dispatch a force, ranging from a

reinforced rifle squad to two full rifle companies, to accomplish the mission.

These modules include area specialists and medical personnel, as needed. The

MEU (SOC) performs these tasks in support of the fleet commander. This

mission is actually a hybrid of many of the others. It can take the shape of an

amphibious raid, a direct action mission, or a special demolitions mission where

the mission is to destroy unrecoverable sensitive equipment. Additionally,

successful completion of this mission incorporates a lost of other capabilities
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also listed as special operations, to includ3 ITG, SIGINT, security operations

and tactical deception.

The new draft version of MCO 3120. XX seems to indicate that the only

real difference between these two missions is that, for th. mission to be

considered clandestine reconnaissance, the extraction must take place in enemy

held territory. In this same order, it states that a TRAP can be conducted in

either a hostile or a friendly environment. The current order is confusing and

that confusion was not lost on the respondents or the subjects interviewed.

The results of the survey indicate that nearly 75% of the respondents

feel that recovery operations, in either form, are exclusively MEU (SOC)

missions. This feeling of specia.ty end.or.ed b- a aC .... of h

interviewed. Based probably upon the applications of this mission, recovery

operations were thought to be the fourth most important mission for the MEU

(SOC). In my opinion, these findings are caused by the facf that these

missions are most likely to be conducted by a forward deployed MEU, utilizing

an assortment of specialized gear and equipment not normally associated with a

conventional land-based unit.
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Mission Fifteen: Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain (MOUT).

The Marine Corps starts training young Marines how to fight in a MOUT

enviro-neri ri whilsi siti in basic .aining. Every conventional and MEU (SOU)

infantry battalion in the Marine Corps, and its combat support attachments, trains

diligently to maintain the highly perishable skills required for MOUT. While

many of the MEU (SOC) missions could be found under the banner of

Operations Other Than War (OOTW), MOUT is traditionally not thought to be

one of them. Yet it may well be, as in the operations in Somalia, where the two

ends of the conflict spectrum collided while executing MOUT operations in the

middle of a humanitarian mission. The need for well trained MOUT forces has

never been greater than it is tjow. Normally avoided in large-scale continental

land wars, the future dictates thai all Marines b.k accomplished street fighters.
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As opposed to many other forms of warfare, MOUT is characterized by

centralized planning ard centralized execution. This is because the slow

methodical process -,' maneuvering a force through a city requires far more

centralized coordination and control than an attack in open terrain. The ability to

prudently apply and maximize the modified tenets of fire support coordination,

while integ-ating available connbat support units like armor and combat

engineers, signific.antly increases combat power. It is tough and realistic training

that is tie most important ingredient of all. While deployed on ships, MEU

(SOC) uni-s spend time rehearsing MOUT by clearing rooms and spaces, under

the watchful eye of their commanders, and to the bewilderment of the Navy

sailors. The finely-honed skills of these units will atrophy unless exercised

routinely.

The results of the survey conclude almost unanimously that this mission

is not a spe:ifkially MEU (SOC) mission, and should be in the repertoire of every

M.GTF. There was some outright indignation at the suggestion that MOUT was

eve," thought to be a SOC mission. There is no question that this is another one

of those missions whose inclusion as a SOC mission has further confused the

is,.ue. The Marine Corps never stripped this capability away from the

conventional battalions. Each conventional battalion is still evaluated on MOUT

during the rigorous pre-deployment MCCRES examinations. What the Marine

Corps did not articulate very well in the MCO was that it expected the MEU

(SOC) to have a highly skilled and developed MOUT capability while operating
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under the hardships of a severely restrictive time line. This moans that the MEU

(SOC) has just six hours from receipt of the warning order to the time of

execution. There were other such constraints placed on the MEU (SOC)

battalions which the units had to negotiate before they could become fully

certified as SOC qualified prior to deployment. The special emphasis placed on

passing the SOCEX evaluation tests made the testing environment special, but

not the mission. This mission was considered to be the eleventh most essential

for the MEU (SOC) tu be able to conduct. The results of the interviews

coincided with those subjects surveyed.
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Figure 17.

Migon Sieen: Airfield Seizures. This mission is characterized by the

insertion of a security force large enough to secure an airfield, while waiting for

the arrival and introduction of the main body. What the Marine Corps' definition

does not state is that an airfield could also be seized for the express purpose of
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destroying it and its fuel reserves, thereby denying its use to the enemy. Similar

to the TRAP mission previously discussed, this mission is a hybrid of many, yet

it possesses some characteristics all its own. Basic decisions which must be

made when planning an airfield seizure include: (1) the method of insertion of

the security element, and if necessary, its reinforcement and extraction, (2) the

establishment of objectives for all elements, and (3) the inter-operability and

compatibility of communications gear between the security and the follow-on

elements. This mission is most closely aligned with that of an amphibious raid or

a limited objective attack.

The airfield seizure was not one of the original eighteen MEU (SOC)

missions and is not even included in the current edition of MCO 3120.8A. It is

listed in the new draft document, MCO 3120.XX, as having been recommended

during the MEU (SOC) planning conference held in January 1992.10 The

nationally-recognized experts in this mission are the ,hree ranger battalions of

the 75th Ranger Regiment. These units have cooperated with the Marine Corps

in the sharing of training standards, techniques and procedures. The Marine

Corps also needs to become experts in this area as it is one of the most likely

missions it will be called upon to accomplish while forward deployed. Airfield

seizures are a logical extension to the time hGnored and traditional Marine

Corps mission of seizing advanced naval bases.

The results of the survey indicate a difference of opinion as to whether

or not this is a specialized mission, but leaves no doubt as to whether or not a
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MEU (SOC) should be able to accomplish this task. The results of the interview

indicated that more than 50% of the respondents thought this to be a

conventional capability, while nearly 45% thought this to be exclusively a MEU

(SOC) mission. Many of the respondents who supported this mission as a

conventional capability compared it to that of an amphibious raid. The ability to

execute this mission further underscores the MEU (SOC)'s role as an enabling

foi'ce for follow-on forces. This mission was rated as being the third most

important mission for the MEU (SOC) to be able to accomplish by the

respondents. This high ranking brings up an interesting point. Why was a

mission that is deemed to be so critical today shunned as a mission in 1986?

Perhaps this mission 1-as considered to be a capabilit, l;sted und, ,. hibious.

raids, and perhaps it still should be.
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Figure 18.

Mission Seventeen: Specialized Demortion Operation. The capability

to conduct specialized breaching and effectively employ specialized demolitions
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entry capability in support of close quarters battle and amphibious raids. The

units tasked with supplying the duty breachers, and the expertise in all

demolitions operations for MVIAGTFs are the Marines from the division combat

engineer battalions. Normally, a platoon-size engineer unit, commanded by a

Marine Corps first lieutenant, is deployed with each MEU (SOC). The engineer

platoon commander is responsible for advising the commanding officer of the

MEU in the effective employment of all engineering assets. The platoons of the

division combat engineer battalion routinely work with all the infantry battalions.

Minefield breaching, bunker and obstacle reduction, and mobility and counter-

mobility operations are the missions most frequently performed by engineer units

in the support of both conventional and MEU (SOC) battalions.

The term "specialized" demolitions means using only the minimum

amount of demolitions needed to effect a specific breach, for a specific purpose,

thus enabling friendly forces to gain an entrance or foothold. "Specialized"

demolitions differ from "conventional" demolitions in that the charges are often

non-standard and must be calculated on the move. Additionally, these charoes

must be set while keeping the close proximity of friendly forces in mind." In

essence, specialized demolitions is nothing more than the employment of

conventional demolitions by highly-trained engineers in the accomplishment of a

special operations task. This mission does not appear to be special unto itself,

but rather a critical sub-task supporting the overall mission. Based on the

Marine Corps' definition of this mission, it would not be illogical to surmise that
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all communications, conducted during a SOC mission, could be considered

"special communications," Is this specialized breaching just an added capability

carried by our MEU (SOC) forces, or is it a special mission in its own right?

The results of the survey were consistent with an earlier assessment

that nearly 20% of the respondents did not fully understand the true nature of

many of the individual missions. More than 70% of the respondents thought this

mission should belong exclusively to the MEU (SOC). Those interviewed felt

that this was not a real stand alone mission, but simply a capability that has

been poorly defined, and once again, poorly understood by the officer corps.

This mission was ranked as the fifteenth most important of twenty-one for the

MEU (SOC) to be able to accomplish.
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Mission Eighteen: Clandestine Reconnaissanceand aSureillance. The

term "ciandestine" is defined in the DOD dictionary as "an activity designed to

accomplish intelligence, counterintelligence, and other similar activities
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sponsored or conducted by governmental departments or agencies, in such a

way as to assure secrecy or concealment. It differs from covert operations in

that emphasis is placed on concealment of the operation rather than on the

concealment of the identity of the sponsor.'' 2

Within each MEU (SOC) there are a number of units capable of performing

reconnaissance and surveillance missions. However, based on the insertion

requirements imposed by the definition, only one unit has the broad range of

qualifications required to conduct this mission. Each MEU (SOC) has one Force

Reconnaissance Platoon (FRP) attached. The primary mission of the Force

Reconnaissance Platoon is deep reconnaissance operations in support of the

MAGTF objectives. Each member of this platoon is airborne and combat diver

qualified. Although there are no more direct action platoons in the FRP, these

platoons still train to conduct direct action missions in support of MEU (SOC)

operations. In addition to the FRP, there is a Naval Special Warfare Sea-Air-

Land (SEAL) platoon attached to the ARG. This platoon, consisting of sixteen

personnel (two officers and fourteen enlisted), is also trained to perform the

mission of clandestine reconnaissance and surveillance. While this SEAL

platoon doctrinally works for the Navy Commander of the Amphibious Task

Force (CATF), and not the Commander of the Marine Corps Landing Force

(CLF), the FRP and the SEALS routinely train and are employed together to

conduct surveillance, reconnaissance and direct action missions.
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Currently, in each of the three MEFs, !here is an organization called the

SurvaH!lance, Reconnaissance, and Intelligence Group (SRIG). This unit is

comp-rm;ed of ail the intelligence gathering units and organizations that support

the VA.F. These units work in concert towards the common goal of presenting

th.;, commanders in the field with the most recent, useable, and reliable

information available. Within the MEU (SOC)s there is no prescribed

organization which combines the collective capabilities of the available

surveillance and reconnaissance assets. All of these agencies work with the

MEU (SOC) and ARG intelligence officers to support the MEU (SOC)

commander.

The results of the survey continue to indicate that a large percentage of

Marine Corps field grade officers lack a solid understanding of what these

missions are, and perhaps even more importantly, what they are not. There is

no other way to explain the unexpected results from a quarter of the respondents

who believe the Marine Corps should no longer conduct this mission. Does this

mean that the MEU (SOC) should no longer insert deep reconnaissance assets

to bethe eyes and ears of the commander? Or, is the varied response to this

mission simply an example of incorrert labeling by the Marine Corps? Maybe

this is not a mission at all, but simp!y a capability to be employed when

conducting a mission? Clandestine surveillance and reconnaissance of an

objective are not new concepts, and their successfu! execution is a tremendous
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combat multiplier. This capability is critical to the success of rnearly every

mission executed by nearly every MAGTF.

While nearly 60% of the respondents thoughi that this was a MEU

(SOC) mission, nearly a quarter of the respondents favored the elimination of

this mission from the Marine Corps entire!y. Of those interviewed, most favored

its deletion as an official mission and recommended that it be simply

acknowledged as an inherent capability of any MAGTF. This may be partly

because the subjects were read the definitions and understood the anticipated

methods of employment. This mission was ranked as the eighth most important

by the respondents for the MEU (SOC) to be able to accomplish, which is
mie........ I ..A ..rm yOU. ,.......1 -, L.:..'. . t . >.

= , , • , ,, A, , Ic y o u , • ,., , o , ,., , [h o w r a n y r e s p o n d e n t s . . . . . ., v o r e I Lu i t v i i m if l i or!dj r

altogether. This is yet another example of how one of the stated twenty-one

missions of the MEU (SOC) program was not clearly understood hy a large

portion of the-officer corps.
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Mission NWneteen: Maritime Interdiction Operations (MQO). This was not

one of the original eighteen MEU (SOC) missions. It was recommended to be

added as a mission at the January 1992 planning conference at Headquarters

Marine Corps, but was not included as a mission in the June 1992 edition of

MCO 3120.8A. This mission calls for the MEU (SOC) to be able to conduct

operations in support of Vessel Boarding, Search and Seizures (VBSS)

operations day or night, under either permissive or non-permissive

environments. The first time this mission is seen listed anywhere as a MEU

(SOC) mission is in an unpublished information paper circulated at HQMC dated

20 August 1993. This mission is currently listed in the draft version of MCO

3120.XX, which will, when signed, be assigned a number and supersede MCQ

3120.8

In 1988, tMe United States escorted re-flagged Kuwait oil tankers in and

out of the Persian Gulf as a protective measure during the Iran-Iraq war. Proper

execution of this mission required Marines to be able to conduct vessel

boarding, search and seizures, and close-in defensive firing aboard a ship.

Two-hundred years ago this was one of the fortes of the Marine Corps. Today,

this type of work requires an enormous amount of realistic training. The United

States Coast Guard is considered the subject matter expert in VBSS, and has

conducted a significant number of these operations both before, during, and

after the Gulf War.
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The United States Marine Corps was also involved in executing MIO

operations in the Persian Gulf in November of 1990, in an effort to enforce the

United Nation's trade embargo, and sanctions placed upon Iraq prior to the Gulf

War. There is little opportunity for conventional MAGTFs to practice these types

of operations, but there is a historical precedent for conventional forces ha)ving

to peiform this type of mission. When the Marine Corps was ordered to the

Persian Gulf in 1988 to assist in the escorting of Kuwait oil tankers, it was not a

MEU (SOC) unit that was chosen, but a conventional force built around a

reenforced rifle company and a composite helicopter squadron. This force,

which was designaied Contingency MAGTF 88-1, was a SPMAGTF, and was

formed and deployed in less than thirty days, The majority of the training that

these Marines received was conducted while at sea while en-route to the

Persian Gulf. This unit performed admirably and conducted multiple MIOs, and

a Gas and Oil Platform Operations (GOPLAT)s during Operation PRAYING

MANTIS in April 1988.

The results of the survey indicate broad level support for this capability

to be retained as a MEU (SOC) mission. There was little support to expand this

capability to the conventional forces. Those Officers who were interviewed

concurred with the majority of respondents and saw this as Strictly a MIEU (SOC)

mission. This mission was ranked sixth overall as being most important for the

MEU (SOC) to be able to accomplish.
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Mission Twen~ty: G.as and Oil Platform Operations (GOPLA'!. As

mentioned preViously in the discussion on MI0s (mission 19), a GOPLAT

operat,"on -was conducted in April 1988 in the Persian Gulf by the conventional

Contingency MAGTF 88-1. The executi~on of this mission is extremely difficult

and the training requirements extensive. -This mission calls for the capability to

conduct seizure and/or destruction of off-shore gas and oil platforms. This

mission has some similarities to MOUT in that a GOPLAT is characterized by the

steady and methodical seizure of a structure one compartment, or section at a

time.

This was not one of the original eighteen MEU (SG%.&) missions, but was

added with the publication of MOO 3120.,M in June 1992. The importance of
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this mission was derived from the success enjoyed by Contingency MAGTF 88-

1, and in the operations conducted during the Gulf War. Enemy forces

operating from these platforms posed a considerable danger to both commercial

and naval shipping in the gulf. Toie capability to seize ard/or destroy these

platforms with highly-skilled organic naval forces offers the ARG commander

considerable leverage.

The results of the survey indicated an overall feeling amongst the

respondents that this is a MEU (SOC) mission. One-quarter of the respondents

opposed the Marine Corps' performing these missions at all. The results of the

interview found most officers in agreement with the survey respondents in that

the mission should be performed only by MEU (SOC) units. This mission was

ranke.d the tenth most important by the respondents for the MEU (SOC) to be

able to accomplish.

An imporant point that must be considered by those who oppose this"

mission is that this mission, more than most of the others, epitomizes the
esse,.nce +f ̂  RA..c,.r, Crps is all about; so,. ie,. from th-=-- EL--ing nd
Vke*•'lI~ 5 VI ý lf v I"% IN , % IVlgl I 11 ,,, C -. * IS "il q6 , siolt O eIsI oil-, I- e •a '* - -

objective. This is a distinctly maritime mission incapable of being performed as

effectively by any other service. This mission should be embraced as one the

MEU (SOC) is uniquely trained and equipped to perform. While there are some

missions where the MEU (SOC) will not be the first force of choice, this should

not be one of them,
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Mission Twenty-one: In-Extremis Hostage Recovey. jJHE.& The !HR

capability will only be employed when directed by appropriate authority and

when dedicated National or theater assets have not arrived on scene or are

unavailable. Emphasis is placed on isolation, containment, employment of

reconnaissance assets, and the preparation for "turnover" of the crisis site

when/if national assets arrive. Should national assets not arrive, the MEd

(SOC) must be prepared to conduct an emergency assault to resolve the

situation and remove the hostages/sensitive items to a safe-haven.

The Maritime Oriented Special Operations Handbook states that:

"The purpose of the MEU (SOC) is not to usurp the mission of the national
counter-terrorist agencies assigned this mission. Rather, the MEU (SOC) has
as its mission the task of supplementing these forces and conducting these
operations only when time distance factors prohibit the participation of the
national agencies, and when the primary force needs augmentation.'""
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The mission itself would be conducted by the members of the Force

Reconnaissance Platoon (FRP) attached to the MEU (SOC). The Marine Corps'

IHR capability is the third-level choice of the NCA. That should in no way be

taken as a slight or insult to the Marine Corps. The FRP units are superbly

trained, exceptionally motivated, and if given the execute order to conduct a

mission, would probably acquit themselves with distinction. The problem with

the FRP units is that they are also performing Marine missions like surveillance

and reconnaissance in support of the MEU (SOC) commander. This means that

they are not living and breathing the IHR mission fulltime like the national asset

forces. The average FRP Marine, like most other Marines, is on his first

enlistment. He is a volunteer, highly intelligent and has been hand-picked and

thoroughly screened through a combination of tough schools and difficult

training. He is still, however, a young man in his first enlistment, with minimal

experience. Additionally, like any other Marine Corps unit, the FRP is working

on a deployment cycle where personnel turbulence is natural, and the life-cycle

of a unit is usually no more than eighteen months long. The national asset

forces are manned exclusively with professionals in the field, all with many years

of experience in the field. Many of these members have spent the last decade in

the same unit preparing for only one mission. T'here is no way that the Marine

Corps could now, or in the future, compete on a equal footing with those

agencies.
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If the entire concept of the Marine Corps participating in the special

operations environment is controversial, and it is, then this mission sits squarely

in the eye of the storm. None of the previous twenty missions elicited more of an

emotional outpouring of opinion than the IHR. Perhaps it is because this

mission is considered to be the paradigm of special operations missions. There

is a cloak-and-dagger aura surrounding this mission that makes even MEU

(SOC) veterans uncomfortable. The U.S. government does not even

acknowledge the existence of a force trained to accomplish this mission, but the

Marine Corps does. What seems to offend or frighten the large majority of

Marines about this mission is that it smacks of elitism; the same elitism that was

drummed out of the Marine Corps with the death of the World War II Marine

raider battalions.

The results of the survey narrowly support discarding this mission. This

is the only mission to have been so recommended by the respondents. The

initial responses of the subjects interviewed were similarly negative, Once the

subject was made aware of the fact that the Marine Corps considers itself to be

an augmentation and enabling force, and not a rival to the national agencies,

then the respondents viewed this mission more favorably. Still, many

respondents felt strongly that to claim even moderate capability in this mission

required more time and resources than should be made available. Despite the

controversy surrounding this mission, it was rated as the twelfth most important

mission overall by the respondents. Knowing how many respondents would not
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have included IHR in their top ten list, it must have been rated very highly by a

sizeable number of respondents.

What seems to have been lost in all of the debate over the IHR mission

is the fact that this is the very mission that precipitated the entire MEU (SOC)

program. In 1986, after the Achille Lauro hijacking, it was the Commandint of

the Marine Corps! himself, General P.X. Kelly, who sought to equip the forward

deployed MAUs with limited hostage rescue capability. This was thought

necessary at the time because of the escalating incidents of global terrorist

activities directed at America and its allies. There -was a perceived need to have

forward deployed forces on station around the world ready to perform this

mission.

The Marine Corps' role as the third team in the national IHR hierarchy is

not well known by the vast majority of Marines. This is a concept which every

Marine officer should understand. This is where the MEU (SOC) is so uniquely

equipped as a forward deployed maritime force. The MEU (SOC) can assist in

resolving a potential hostage crisis in a variety of ways through: (1) isolating

the objectives and keeping eyes on target for the follow-on national asset forces,

(2) conducting the attack themselves if ordered so by the NCA, or (3) providing

the national asset forces with a variety of support i.e., amphibious platforms to

operate from in-theater, a comprehensive and inter-operable C41 system, a

TRAP capability, and Marine combat units on standby.
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The Top Ten Missions

Of the twenty-one currently listed missions, the top ten most important

missions that the MEU (SOC) should be able to accomplish according to all

respondents are listed below. The number of points assigned was based upon

each respondent selecting ten missions, and assigning his first choice ten

points, and his tenth choice one point. There were eighty-two respondents. The

maximum possible score is 820 points. The results of the top-ten lists have

been caSculated for the sub-groups of infantry officers, aviators, combat support

and combat service support officers. In addition, top-ten lists have been

formulated for all respondents who have served with a MEU (SOC), and for only

infantry officers who have served in a MEU (SOC). The results of these sub-,

groups are listed in appendix B. The respondents were asked to select missions
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based solely upon their importance for the MEU (SOC) to be able to accomplish,

without regard to whether tt'e mission is "special" or "conventional."

MISSION INT

1. NON-COMBATANT EVACUATIONS (NEO) 589

2. AMPHIBIOUS RAIDS 515

3. AIRFIELD SEIZURES 317

4. RECOVERY OPERATIONS 312

5, LIMITED OBJECTIVE ATTACKS 227

6. MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONS (MIO) 224

7. CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS 217

8. CLANDESTINE RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE 195

9. SECURITY OPERATIONS 194

10. GAS AND OIL PLATFORM OPERATIONS (GOPLAT) 160

11. MILITARY OPERATIONS URBAN TERRAIN (MOUT) 151

12. IN-EXTREMIS HOSTAGE RESCUE (IHR) 139

13. SHOW OF FORCE OPERATIONS 134

14. REINFORCEMENT OPERATIONS 132

15. CLANDESTINE RECON AND SURVEILLANCE 102

16. SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE-EW OPERATIO!IS 79

17. INITIAL TERMINAL GUIDANCE OPERA-\ l'IONS 74

iP. FIRE SUPPORT C'"NTROL OPERATIONS 73
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19. MOBILE TRAINING TEAMS 55

20, TACTICAL DECEPTION OPERATIONS 45

21. COUNTERINTELLIGENCE OPERLATIONS 3

Additional Questions

In addition to the rating of all missions, and the listing of the top-ten

capabilities a MEU (SOC) should possess, each respondent was also asked to

answer five yes/no questions.

Question One. Should any additional missions be added to the existing

twenty-one. The large majority, 74 of 82 respondents answered "no," and the

only missions nominated to be added to the mix were: Forward Arming and

Refueling Point (FARP), and Close Quarter Combat (CQC). The establishment

of a FARP site is used to give added legs to aircraft, lessening their dependence

on having to go back to the ship for fuel and ammo. The establishment of a

FARP is neither new nor specialalthough it is highly beneficial. CQB is the

technique of firing used in the execution of an IHR mission, and is not inherently

special unto itself but rather a capability of a larger mission.
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Figure 24.

Question Two. This question asked the respondents whether or not the

MEU (SOC) program is beneficial to the entire Marine Corps? An overwhelming

majority, 78 of 82 respondents, replied that it is baneficial. Many of the

respondents -poke of the 1res.....IntI- ; -e c, ,.- ch h---- that tVhe suJ;U1rioL

training received by the MEU (SOC) Marines cannot help but collectively raise

the standards of all Marines. Further, these MEU (SOC) Marines will take with

them to other units, training ideas, techniques and procedures that will

eventually benefit the entire Marine Corps. Several respondents spoke of the

validation of the MEU (SOC) concept over the last eight years by citing

examples of successful MEU (SOC) employment. Based on the information

gathered, there is little debate about the fact that the MEU (SOC) program is

highly beneficial to the Marine Corps.
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QUESTION 2
IS MEIJ(SOC) BENIFICAL TO USMC
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Figure 25.

Question Three. This question asked the respondents whether or not

the MEU (SOC) should be more closely aligned with USSOCOM? The answers

here were split right down tCe middle. The Marine Corps, specifically the MEl)

adverih;ed.14 Checkliits, trcining standards and lessons learned are ex,•hanged.

As far as thf, MEU (SOC) becoming much closer to USSOCOM, or even as an

assigned unit to USSOCOM while on deployment, the responses were not veiy

favorable. The feeling is that the Marine Corps would lose a large degree of

independence Dy the establichmeiit of any command reladonship between the

MEIJ (SOC) and USSOCOM. An unfortunate side effect for the Marine Corps, is

that by not having any Marine Corps forces in USSOCOM, tOhe SEALS are

experiencing unprecedented growth in the assumption of many of the duties

whicn would bettor fit the job description of a Marine than a S-EAL.lS
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QUESTION 3
SHOULD MEU(SOC) WORK CLOSE WITH USSOCOM
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Figure 26.

Question four. This question asked whether or not MEU (SOC) program

degrades or enhances the conventional capabilities of the Marine Corps. Most

respondents, 65 of 82, felt that this program was beneficial to everyone. Again,

1, . 7y % Ii' . '_ @ J t a I I .l i i w. J. , J- I l la U i. I I% f 1I. IM I% . l .dL, I VV iU I 1.1 I I IU I -

commissioned officers. Secondly, it is a fact that after eight-plus years of

fielding and training SOC battalions, the Marine Corps has seen the competence

and proficiency level of all of its infantry battalions go up dramatically. Whether

this is a result of the cross-pollination from the MEU (SOC) program, or the

conventional battalions working harder to keep up with the SOC battalions is

unknown. What is agreed upon is that this program has helped the entire

Marine Corps achieve a higher level of readiness and training.
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QUESTION 4 i
~,DOES MEU(SC'C) ENHANCE OR DEGRADE USMC CONV.__
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Figure 27".

QUestion Five. This Question asked whether or not one infarntry

regiment per MEF should be tasked with the fielding and training of the infantry

battalions prior to their deployment as part of a MEU (SOC)? If the respondent

answered yes, hie was asked whether or not a Regimental Etdahnced Trainiog

Systemn (RETS) be established? RETS is an unofficial organization of afticers

and non-commissioned officers who have been successful in previous MVEU

(SOC)s, and have been tasked with passing on their collective Kinowledge and

experience by helping to train the units preparing to deploy. The members of

RETS are hand-picked and work directly for the regimental commander. The

respondent answers to these questions were quite predictable because the

Marine Corps sources and trains it3 MEU (SOC)s both ways. On ti ie west G~oast,

of the three infantry regiments, only the First Marine Regiment oroanf~es, trains

and Su~pervises, with the cooperation of the MEU (SOC) staffs, the preparation of

each of its four infantry battalions for deployment as the GCE of the MEU (SOC).
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On the east coast, each of the three infantry regiments alternate turns at

providing battalions to participate in the MEU (SOC) program. That is a major

difference in the way the two MEFs source their MEU (SOC)s. Additionally,

while the west coast utilizes and is dependent upon the RETS program to train

their MEU (SOC) battalions, the east coast has no such program. The east

coast method is dependent upon a MEF level organization, the Special

Operations Training Group (SOTG), to provide SOC training to its infantry

battalions. The west coast MEF also has an SOTG, but there it is utilized more

in the large scale exercising and evaluation of the MEUs, rather than in the

training of the infantry battalions.
The responses from the survey we,,rea 40 t• c39 in favor of the -ne%

regimental sourcing system with 3 abstentions. The primary arguments for the

one regimental system are that the establishment of a base of knowledge in one

regiment is highly advantageous to the user, the infantry battalion. The regiment

can track and pass on new developments and lessons learned more readily,

because they are continuously involved in the training process. The tasking of

each regiment to provide every third MEU (SOC) battalion would cause the re-

invention of many hard lessons learned, and decrease the effectiveness of the

pre-deployrnent training cycle.

Arguments against the one regimental system are based upon the

"share the wealth" mentality. While credible on the surface, it seems that the

advantages of having a repository of knowledge and stability located with one
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regiment per MEF, far outweigh the desire to make everybody feel "special"

In summary, the three MEFs source, train and quite often equip their

MEU (SOC)s differently. Perhaps these disparities account for, and are yet

another contributing factor of, the many misperceptions that persist about the

entire MEU (SOC) program.

QUESTION 5 1
SHOULD USMC USE RETS SYSTEM
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Figure 28.

Conclusions

While the results of the survey produced some unexpected findings that

will be discussed in Chapter Five, it is worth noting again that of the 82 returned

surveys, 55 had served in a MEU (SOC) unit. This was a far larger number than

anticipated, and it underscores two important points. First, it indicates that

service in a MEU (SOC) unit should be considered mainstream and not in any

way elitist or separate from the norm. Secondly, it underscores the point that

was made earlier in the analysis of several of the individual missions, that many
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members of the officer corps are not in sync with the MEU (SOC) program either

as it is written, or as it is intended to be e--ocuted by the Commandant of the

Marine Corps. This lack of understanding of the corrmmanders intent was

obvious early on in the analysis phase of this study. The survey sought to

provide each respondent with an open forum of non-attribution for voicing their

concerns and differences with the MEU (SOC) program. While the majority of

respondents did just that, a sizeable minority raised questions and made

statements that indicated to me they had grievously missed the essence and

intent of the entire MEU (SOC) program. There were many legitimate concerns

voiced and some truly insightful comments and suggestions made by a large

number of respondents. It is my opinion that having only seven or eight out of

ten Marine Corps officers knowledgeable on being fluent in this topic is not

nearly sufficient. This lack of understanding needs to be quickly resolved.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

Answer to the Thesis Question

From the data gathered on this study it is apparent that the Marine

Corps has only four special operations missions, not twenty-one. These four

missions are: (1) in-extremis hostage rescue operations (IHR), (2) maritime

interdiction operations (MIO), (3) gas and oil platform operations (GOPLAT), and

(4) recovery operations, which include both clandestine recovery operations and

the tactical recovery of aircraft and personnel (TRAP).

Each of these missions is a bona fide MEU (SOC) mission because it

meets the four criteria established and discussed on page thirty-five of this

study: (1) distinctly maritime operations missions which could be best executed

by forward deployed forces, (2) missions that require extensive training time with

non-standard gear, mock-ups and training aids, (3) missions that are not

currently being tau.ght to, or practiced by conventional units, and (4) missions

that are more tharn just single-track capabilities. A MEU (SOC) mission is the

nece.ssary cornbination and compositing of several organic MEU (SOC)

capabilities toward a common objective.
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The remaining seventeen current missions should be renamed

appropriately as MAGTF capabilities and no longer listed as individual SOC

missions. These capabilities are important to the success of the Mt-U- (SOC),

but they do not meet the criteria of a mission as established by this study or the

criteria as defined in JQ P -1___QZ which states "The task, together with the

purpose, that clearly indicates the action to be taken and tae reason therefor."1

They are mostly either variations of the amphibious raid, long-standing

conventional tasks like MOUT, or are single-track capabilities. While critical to

the success of any MEU (SOC) or conventional missions, they are not missions

unto themselves. For example, a MEU (SOC) commander would never gather

his stanff in prepanratio~n ^f the receipt o~f ^ wý nn ta~m r dor from "- 4, 4--1,; -' a r~
I~f. Vi--li 11 1 • I • Ul ULWf - V - I- It: ýI %A--# Shol11 l l ll~ III L*I ITO iil I ~l l i

for the execution of an ITG mission.

Answers to the Secondary Questions

This study also sought to answer four secondary questions. The

findings concluded that the MEU (SOC) does not need any more missions

assigned to it and, as previously discussed, seventeen of the currently

designated missions should be re-named as MAGTF capabilities. The study

also found that while it would be very beneficial for the MEU (SOC) to work more

closely with the forces of USSOCOM, it should not in any way seek to become

part of that organization. Finally, it is apparent from the research that this

program is important for, and beneficial to, the entire Marine Corps.
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Unexpected Finding

There were two unexpected findings resulting from this study. The first

dealt with the percentage of the population of officers who have at one time

served in a MEU (SOC) unit. Of the eighty-two officers surveyed during this

project, fifty-five had prior MEU (SOC) service for a surprisingly high MEU (SOC)

service rate of 67%. If this figure is even close to being accurate, then it is clear

that this program is very much a mainstream and not at all elitist. As such it is

incumbent upon every officer to be well versed and educated on the specifics of

the program.

The second finding was a bit more sobering. As expected, there were
0-.,., ... ,,. of thG- RAM, I ,' ,, kJ %-I %---both su,,r ter and f (SO) program, aongst the

respondents. Many put forth well-founded and rational reasons explaining either

their support or apprehensions regarding the program. What was not expected

however, was the somewhat unsettling realization that nearly one-quarter of the

eighty-two respondents were misinformed as to what the role and purpose of the

MEU (SOC) program really is, and perhaps even more importantly, what it is not.

This segment of respondents argued flawed and incorrect assertions that were

often startling in that they were so blatantly incorrect.

Examples of this include several officers who are convinced that the

whole MEU (SOC) program is designed to rival and compete with the forces of

USSOCOM for prestige and money. Another officer called the entire program a

public relations ploy designed to publicly display a select few "gold plated" units
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while the remainder of the Marine Corps muddles in mediocrity. Detractors of

the program by no means had a monopoly on incorrect ideas about the program.

Many ardent supporters called for and applauded applications of the MEU

(SOC) which do not exist. There is a particularly high degree of confusion over

the inclusion of the words "special operations capable" in the MEU (SOC) title.

While the latest Marine Corps directive on the program states that the Marine

Corps has !o special operations forces, the program title suggests otherwise. If

this point causes confusion within the Marine Corps, and it does, how does that

bode for the other services understanding it?

The Need For Education

There are really only two ways to eliminate this confusion. Eliminate

SOC from the program title, or make a concerted effort to thoroughly educate

every Marine Corps officer on the program. This program is far too valuable to

the Marine Corps for it to suffer the fate of being misunderstood because of

misunderstandings related to its title, or because the officer corps is not

adequately versed on its details. According to the Commandant of the Marine

Corps, General Mundy, this is the preeminent program in the Marine Corps.

Whether or not the MEU (SOC) program is the jewel in every Marine's crown is

not important, it is the established policy of the Marine Corps and as such, must

be better understood than it is. The frightening question that begs to be asked

is: if so many Marine majors, currently attending intermediate level schools, are
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so poorly informed about the specifics of the MEU (SOC) program, what chance

is there that the rest of the Marine Corps has it right?

Perhaps one method to achieve a better understanding of the MEU

(SOC) program within the officer corps, would be for the leadership of the Marine

Corps to clearly articulate a vision for the future of the program. This articulation

could come in the form of a Commandant Marine Corps White Letter, a Marine

•,orps Gaz.ette article, or the widespread distribution of the soon-to-be published

Marine Corps Order (MCO 32120. XX). The key to resolving this problem is in

educating the officer corps on the details of the program.

Program Direction

All Marine officers involved in the MEU (SOC) program know that the

number of MEU( SOC) missions has been and still is a moving target. While the

current number of missions is now at twenty-one, current proposals and

discussions could see that number jump as high as twenty-eight, or drop down to

a more reasonable level of six to eight. This causes the perception that the

leadership has lost its sense of direction on the topic and is in need of a re-

focussing on these missions. In OOTW there is a concern about the danger of

"mission creep." In the MEU (SOC) program it could very well be called "mission

sprint." Quite often the addition of new missions seems to be in name only and

not in substance. For example, one of the contemplated "new" missions being

studied is Close Quarter Battle (CQB). While this would be a new name for
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MEU (SOC) mission twenty-two, it is not a new task to prepare for. Each MEU

(SOC) already conducts COB as part of its IHR training program, only now it is

currently considered a capability needed to conduct the IHR mission, rather than

a mission in its own right. It is hoped that the MEU (SOC) planning conference

being held in April of 1994 will help alleviate many of these questions.

One possible explanation for the Marine Corps labeling so many of

these capabilities as missions may be political. During this period of force and

budget reductions, it may be ill-advised and risky for the Marine Corps to

publicly decrease the number of advertised MEU (SOC) missions that it trains

for. While an internal Marine Corps re-classification of these missions to

capabilities would be little more than cosmetic, this change might inadvertently

and incorrectly signal an overall decline of capabilities provided to the national

defense by the Marine Corps. This could give reason for the Congress to cast

an unwelcome eye toward the Marine Corps budget. By re:designating

capabilities as missions, the Marine Corps may appear to be even more lethal,

and an even better bargain.

Another issue which adds to the confusion is the fact that the Marine

Corps sources, and trains Its MEU (SOC)s differently on each coast. This bi-

coastal methodology of running the program was identified by many of the

respondents as one of the reasons that the program is seen as still not fully

matured. Nobody would dispute the MEF commander's right to equip his MEU

(SOC) units as he sees fit based on the host of potential contingencies they may
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encounter, That, however, does not explain why in the eighth year of the MEU

(SOC) program the Marine Corps has not developed a Marine Corps wide

methodology of fietding, training and evaluating all MEU (SOC) units. It should

be directed and supervised by Headquarters Marine Corps, and not as an ad-

hoc arrangement decided upon by the MEF commanders. This appears

amateurish and does not present the MEU (SOC) program in the highly

professional image which it deserves.

Further compounding the stabilization of the program are the myriad of

problems associated with the emergence of the adaptive force packaging

concept. Based upon the published results of that program. and the comments

of the newly selected Chief of Naval Operations, it is hoped that this distractive

and ill-advised experiment will soon be over.

When combined, these issues and problems only detract from the

manner in which the MEU (SOC) program is perceived. These examples

underscore the need for the leadership of the Marine Corps to establish a well-

publicized and coherent MEU (SOC) policy that each of its officers is educated

on and to educate each of its officers on this policy.

Significance of the Thesis

This thesis is significant because it details a possible change in the

direction of the MEU (SOC) program. The reduction of missions for the MEU

(SOC) would signify a fundamental change in the way both Marines and
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outsiders view the MEU (SOC) program. This change would better underscore

the role of the MEU (SOC) as an enabling force, and eliminate the incorrect

perception that they are -, competitor of USSOCOM.

This thesis should be read by all Marine Corps officers, and by officers

from other services who might be associated with a MEU (SOC). It is hoped that

this thesis will effect real and dramatic change in the MEU (SOC) program.

While that goal may appear to be overly optimistic, it may already have had

some impact. I have been asked to send all the survey data and findings to both

the policy and doctrine writers in Washington and Ouantico. Additionally, I have

received i equests for the completed project and the findings from mnre than

twenty of the survey respondents. It is hoped that this document will have a

positive impact on the difficult decisions yet to be made about this program.

This thesis has led tj an increased awareness on my part, and on the part of my

contemporaries, about the problems currently existing in the MEU (SOC)

pFograrn. In that contex- this thesis has already significantly contributed to the

body of professional study in this fied.

.ltionshi 1c._Previous _S _ o j

There is no evidence to indicate tha a thesis level dor;ument has been

written about this topic before. What is occurring today in Washington, are the

on-going discussions and writing of point, and position papers concerning this

topic. This study was built upon the many drats and unpublished information
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papers that circu!ate at Head~quarters Marine Corps in Washington, and the

Wa~fighting Center at Quantico, Virginia.

Sjuggestions for Fudrthe_5dy

It seemned that at every step of the project, new questions arose that

would make excellent research topics. I offer these suggestions in the MEU

(SOC) arena:

1. The reiationship between the MAEU (SOC) and~ USSOCOM. Should

they be more closely aligned? What impact would that have on the Marine

Corps? Should the MEU (SOCO)s. be part of USSOCOM when they are forward

deployed? In the in-extremis hostage m-ission for example, how much do these

two organizations currently rhare rescurciEs? And how much should they? Ale

the two fo~rces presently adhering to the same training standards for the IHR

mission?

2- How should the MEU (SOC) missions be assigned within t-he MEU

itself. Are the most capable units ezecuting t,'ie most logical missions? Cr.ýIld

the combat support, and combat service support units play a larger role in the

assumption of the MEU (SOC) mission load?

3. What is the etfuct of the adaptive force packaging concept gocinig to~

have on the MEU (ISOC)s ability to execute ti ei~r missions? What is tha near

term futiure of amphibious shipping for the MEUs?
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This study evaluated the twenty-one separate missions of tiie United

States Marine Corps MEU (SOC). A three-tiered level of analysis was used to

include eighty-two surveys and ten personal interviews. An analysis of the

responses indicated that the Marine Corps is currently including single-track and

conventional capabilities as part of the aavertised twenty-one M.EU (SOC)

missions. The results of the study %upport the retantior., of only four of the

current twenty-on3 missions as being SOC, and the redesignation of the

remaining seventeen as MAGTF capabilities. The results also concluded that

while the great majority of Marine officers support the MEU (SOC) program, it

needs to be better-educated and hetter-informed about the specifics of the

program. Nearly twentyi-five percent of the respondents were operating on

erroneous assumptions concerning the MEU (SOC) program based on half-

twuths and bad information. The largest problems resulted from mis-perceptions

amongst Marir;e officers that the Marine Corps intends to compete with

USSOCOM. Thks has r.ever been the case.

The Marine Corps MEU (SOC) program provides the NCA with an omni-

present forward deployed force that can act as an enabling force for follow-on

forces if needed. In addition, the MEU (SOC) is capable of conducting a wide

variety of conventional tasks and a limited number of special operations in

support of national military objectives. While there are always multiple military

options available to the NCA, perhaps one of the more attractive features of the
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MEU (SOC) is the inherent loiter capability of the force. Former Chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff General Colin Powell, once remarked to Congress, when

asked if our nation still needed a Marine Corps, that; "When somebody figures

out how we can loiter plane loads of the 82nd Airborne Division on station for

weeks or months at a time near a crisis point, then we will no longer need the

Marine Corps, but until then, we had better hang on to them.'' 2

Reducing the number of missions from twenty-one to four will not

immediately eliminate all of the existing confusion about the MEU (SOC)

program, but it is a good first step in that direction. Reducing the number of

missions will also not lessen the work load of the Marines in the MEU (SOC)

units. Be they missions or capabilities, the Marines in these units will have to

prepare for each of them just as before. Although the term special operations

would no longer be associated with many of the capabilities, the requirements to

expertly execute them would not change. These capabilities should still be

evaluated as part of the final MEU( SOC) evaluations during the SOCEX, and

remain every bit as important as before. By making these relatively minor

changes, and undertaking a vigorous re-education program of its officer corps,

the Marine Corps would significantly eliminate nearly all of the confusion,

opposition, and ignorance concerning the MEU (SOC) program. The

Commandant is correct when he says that the MEU (SOC) program is the jewel

in the crown of the Marine Corps, and with a little cleaning and polishing, this

jewel will shine even more brilliantly than before.
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS



DEFINITIONS

Aphibjgi•s Lift. The total capacity of assault shipping utilized in an amphibious
operation, expressed in terms of personnel, vehicles, and measurement or
weight tons of supplies.( JCS Pub 1-02).

Amphibious Obiective Area (AOA. A geographical area, delineated in the
initiating directive for purposes of command and control, within which is located
the objective(s) to be secured by the amphibious task force. The amphibious
objective area must be o, sufficient size to ensure accomplishment of the
amphibious task forces's mission, and must, provide sufficient area for
conducting necessary sea, air and land operations.

Amphibious raid. A type of amphibious operation involving swift incursion into or
a temporary occupation of an objective followed by a planned withdrawal. (JCS
Pub 1-02)

Amphibious Squadro i(PHIBRQN). A. tactical and administrative organization
composed of amphibious assault shipping to transport troops and their
equipment for an amphibious assault operation.

,p•h�ibious Task Force (ATF). The task organization formed for the purpose of
conducting an amphibious operation. The amphibious task force always
includes Navy forces and a landing force with their organic aviation, and may

rin"g"-1 , A,-u I . a~ppupi ie.I rivir .r r -

",4),

A-ssault support. The use of aircraft to provide tactical mobility and logistic
support for ground combat elements, the movement of high priority cargo and
personnel within the immediate area of operations, in-flight refueling fur fixed-
wing aircraft, and the evacuation of personnel and cargo. (FMFRP 0-14).

Aviation Combat Element (ACE). The aviation component of a Marine air-
ground task force that provides all aspects of aviation stupport to the MAGTF and
plays a key role in the combined arms concept of MAGiF employment. The size
and composition of the ACE varies depending on the type of MAGTF and its
mission. The ACE for a MEU is centered around a reinforced helicopter
squadron; and for a MEB, the ACE. is made up of a provisional air group; and for
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a MEF, the ACE is made up of an aircraft wing. The ACE has its own command
element as well as several aviation support detachments.

DgJaZ0.Jardi. tem (BL•. In an amphibious operation, an infantry battalion
norma:ly reinforced by necessary combat and service elements; the basic unit
for planning an assault landing. The ground combat element of a MEU.

.iy•.LAV. itiLA). Those phases of the activities of a commander which
embrace the relationship between the military forces and civil authorities and
people in a friendly country or area, or occupied country or area when military
forces are present. (JCS Pub 1-02)

Comb_- tant commandcr. A Commander in Chief of one of the unified or specified
combatant commands established by the President. (JCS Pub 1-02).

Sp mander, armphibious task force (CATF).. The Navy off iccr designated in the
initiating directive as commander of an amphibious task force. (JCS Pub 3-02)

omandJer.,J_.dirg fceC . The officer designated in the initiating
directive to command the landing force. (JCS Pub 3-02)

_ ._...rroris___mjT}. Offensive measures taken to prevent, deter, and
respond to terrorism. (JCS Pub 1-02)

Carrier Ba•ttle ro u.. The tactical grouping of ships that normally
includes cruisers, destroyers, frigates, an aircraft carrier, submarines and
associated suppoil ships. The CVBG trains and operates as a unit to project
power, protect sea lines of communication, and to respond to crises around the
globe.

.vc A ijLmt ,rjn. in speciai operations, a specified act involving operations

of an overt, covert, ci3ndestine, or low visibility nature conducted primarily by a
sponsoring power's special operatlun forces in hostile or denied areas. (JCS
Pub 1-02).

Direci Actirn_(Q6)-A._.pg.eLa s. Short-duration strikes and other small scale
offensive actions by Special Operati•ns Forces to seize, destroy, or inflict
darnage, on a specified target; or destroy, capture, or recover designated
personnel or material. In the conduct of these operations, Special Operations
f2=-1 may employ raid, ambush, or direct assault tactics; emplace mines and
other munitions; conduct standoff attacks by fire from air, ground, or maritime
platforms; provide terminal guidance for precision guided munitions; and conduct
independent sabotage.
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Electronic Warfare (EMV. Military action involving the use of electromagnetic
energy to determine, exploit, reduce, or prevent hostile us of the
electromagnetic spectrum and action which retains friendly use of the
electromagnetic spectrum. (JCS Pub 1-02)

Fleet Marine Force (FMF). A balanced force of combined arms comprising land,
air, and service elements of the U.S. Marine Corps. A Fleet Marine Force is an
integral part of a U.S. Fleet and has the status of a type command. (JCS Pub 1-
02).

Foreign Internal Defense (FID). The participation by civilian and military
agencies of a government in any of the action programs taken by another
government to free and protect its society from subversion, lawlessness, and
insurgency. The primary role of Special Operations Forces in this interagency
activity is to train, advise, and otherwise assist host nation military and
paramilitary forces. (JCS Pub 1-02)

Ground Combat Element (GCE). The ground component of a Marine Air-Ground
Task Force. The size and composition of the GCE varies depending on the type
of MAGTF and its mission. The GCE for a MEU is centered around a reinforced
infantry battilion; for !IES, the GCE is• mdiep uin renimenta--l I•nrlinn team; -nd

for a MEF, the GCE is formed around a division. The GCE has its own
command element as well as several combat support and combat service
detachments.

1-Egtremis.(Nefar death). As related to hostage rescue operations (at the point
of death) or amid the final things.

Joint Task Force (JTF). A force composed of assigned or attached elements of
the Army, the Navy or the Marine Corps, and the Air Force, or two or more of
these Services, which is conswtutd and sro designated by the Secretary of
Defence or by the cemmander of unified command, a specified command, or an
existing joint task force. (JCS Pub 1-02)

Littorals. The area from the open ocean to the shore which must be controlled in
order to control operations ashore. The area inland from the shore that can be
controlled, supported or attacked from the sea. All land within two-hundred
miles of the ocean, is considered.to be in the littoral zone.

Low..intensity Conflict ( LIC). A limited politico-military struggle to achieve
political, social, economic, or psychological objectives. It is often protracted and
ranges from diplomatic, economic, and psychosocial pressures through terrorism
and insurgency. Low-intensity conflict is generally confined to a geographic
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area and is of..en charactei,-i,.ad by constraints on the weaponry, tactics, and the
level of viole.-.c-o. (JCS Pjb 1-02).

Marine Air Ground Iafk Force (MAGTF). A (MAGTF) is the task organization
of Marine forces (division, aircraft wing and service support groups) under a
single command and structured to accomplish a specific mission. The Marine
Air-Ground Task Force components will normally include command, aviation
combat, ground combat, and combat service support elements (including Navy
Support Elements). Four types of Marine Air-Ground Task Forces which can be
task organized and tailored for any mission are the Marine Expeditionary Unit (
MEU), Marine Expeditionary Brigade(MEB) (also now being called MEF-forward,
and the Marine Expeditionary force (MEF), and the Special
MAGTF(SPMAGTF). The four elements of a Marine Air-Ground Task Force are:

a. Command Element.(CE) The MAGTF headquarters.
b. Aviation Combat Element (ACE).
c. Ground Combat Element (GCE)
d. Combat Service Support Element (CSSE).

Marine Detachment Afloat (MARDET). r, fers to Marine security forces aboard
an Aircraft Carrier. Normally a 50-70 man detachment tasked with providing
internai weapons security and close in external small arms security to the
carrier. Commanded by a Marine Captain.

Marine Expeditionary Unit(MEU). The smallest of the three traditional sized
MAGTF's. The MEU is comprised of a Command element, commanded by a
Colonel, has an Infantry Battalion as its ground combat element, a Composite
squadron as its air combat element,and a MEU Service support group as its
combat service support element. A MEU carries 15 days of sustainability.

Marine•&•editionarv Briaade (MEB)- A notional Ornani7atinn that is also ca!Ied
a MEF-forward. Although the term MEB is currently not in Official use, it is still
widely used to describe the second level of size and strength for a MAGTF. A
MEB
has in its organization, an infantry Regiment as its ground combat element, a
composite air group as its aviation combat element, and a Brigade service
support group as its combat service support element. Possesses 30 days of
sustairability.

Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF). The largest of the three traditional MAGTF
size units. The MEF is the Marine Corps' principle warfighting organization,
particularly for a larger crisis or contingency and is normally commanded by a
Lieutenant General. A MEF can range in size from less than one, to multiple
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infantry divisions and aircraft wings, together with Force Service Support
Groups. With their 60 days of accompanying supplies MEF's are capable of
both amphibious operations and sustained operations ashore in any geographic
environment, the MEF command element is capable of performing the mission of
a joint task force headquarters with appropriate augmentation.

Maritime S5ecjg•_•U t, ne MAGTF(tMSPF). The Maritime Special Purpose
Force (MSPF) is a unique task-organization drawn from the MEU major
subordinate elements. The MSPF provides the enhanced operational capability
to complement or enable conventional operations or to execute selected
maritime special missions. The MSPF cannot operate independently of its
parent MEU. It relies of the MEU for logistics, communications, transportation
and supporting fires. Accordingly, command of the MSPF must remain under the
control of the MEU commander. The MSPF is organized and trained to be
rapidly tailored to the specific mission.

Marine Cotgs Combat Readines Evaluation System (MCCRES ). The written
training standards to which every unit in the Marine Corps trains. These are
considered to be the mission essential tasks lists for Marines of every rank, in
any position, for any skill. Annual or bi-annual testing of these skills is done
throughout the Marine Corps. An infantry battalion will be evaluated during a
battalion wide MCCRES prior to all overseas deployments.

Mobile Trainirn Team (M1T). A team consisting of one or more U.S. personnel
drawn from Service resources and sent on temporary duty to a foreign nation to
give instruction. The mission of the team is to provide, by training instructor
personnel, a military service of the foreign nation with a self-training capability in
a particular skill. (JCS Pub 1-02)

National Comm.ad Authorities. The President and The Secretary of Defense or
their duly deoutized alternates or su.cr.ce nr-. Commonly refgr,, f,-r , -m N A_

(JCS Pub 1-02)

Nit EplE editionary Force (NED). That force of combined sea, air, and ground
forces which comprise a forward deployed Naval Task Force. A NEF will
normally include a CVBG and an ARG. This concept is forwarded in the
Department of the Navy publication. . . From The Sea.

Naval Special Warfare (NSW). Encompasses that set naval operations
generally accepted as being nonconventional in nature, in many cases convert
or clandestine in character. They include utilization of specially trained forces
assigned to conduct unconventional warfare, psychological operations, beach
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and coastal reconnaissance, operational deception operations,
counterinsurgency operations, coastal and river interdiction.

NoncogmbatantLEvacuation Operation (NEQ4. Operation conducted for the
purpose of evacuating civilian noncombatants from :ocations in a foreign (host)
country, faced w1ith the threat of hostile or potentially hostile actions. Will
normally be conducted to evacuate U.S. citizens whose lives are in danger, but
may also include the evacuation of U.S. miiitary personnel, citizens of the host
country and third country nationals friendly to the U.S.

Psychological Operations (E.SY.Q.). Planned operations to convey selected
information and indicators to foreign audiences to influence their emotions,
motives, objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of foreign
governments, organizations groups, and individuals. The purpose of
psychological operations is to induce or reinforce foreign attitudes and behavior
favorable to the originator's objectives. (JCS Pub 1-02).

Raid. An operation, usually small scale, involving a swift penetration of hostile
territory to secure information, confuse the enemy, or to destroy his installations.
It ends with a planned withdrawal upon completion of the assigned mission.
(JCS Pub 1-02)

Reconnaissance. A mission undertaken to obtain, by visual observation or other
detection methods, information about the activities and resources of an enemy
or potential enemy; or to secure data concerning the meteorological,
hydrographic, or geographic characteristics of a particular area. (JCS Pub 1-02)

Recovery operations. Those operations executed to recover personnel and /or
equipment. (FMFRP 0-14)

Regimental Enhangged raining System. (RETS). A system of trainingi the
infantry battalion of a MVEU(SOC) unit at the regimental, vice the division or MVEF
level. Currently there is only one RETS in existence in the Marine Corps, located
at the First Marine Regiment, I MEF, Camp Pendleton, Ca.

S.EALL'. A group of officers and individuals specially trained and equipped for
conducting unconventional and paramilitary operations and to train personnel of
allied nations in such operations including surveillance and reconnaissance in
and from restricted waters, rivers, and coastal areas. Commonly referred to as
SEAL team. (JCS pub 1-02)
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SSecial Operations (SOW. Operations conducted by specially training, equipped,
and organized DOD forces against strategic of tactical targets in pursuit of
national military, political, economic, or psychological objectives. These
operations may be conducted during periods of peace or hostilities. They may
support conventional operations, or they may be prosecuted independently when
the use of conventional forces is either inappropriate or infeasible. (JCS Pub 1-
02)

_p_.cial 0 erations Capable (SOC). Designation assigned to MAGTF's
indicating completion of a prescribed predeployment training syllabus and
comprehensive special operations tactical evaluation.

Special Operations Forces (SOF). DOD forces specially trained, and equipped
to conduct special operations against strategic or tactical targets in support of
national military, political, economic, or psychological objectives. (FMFRP 0-14).

Special Forces. Those U.S. Army forces organized, trained, and equipped
specifically to conduct special operations. SF have five primary missions;
unconventional warfare (UWV), foreign internal defense (FID), direct action (DA),
special reconnaissance (SR), arid counterterrorism (CT).

Special Reconnaissance (5R) Operations. Reconnaissance and surveillance
actions conducted by Special Operations Forces to obtain or verify, by visual
observation or other collection methods, information concerning the capabilities,
intentions, and activities of an actual or potential enemy, or to secure data
concerning the meteorological, hydrographic, geographic, or demographic
characteristics of a particular area. It includes target acquisition,area
assessment, and post-strike reconnaissance. (USCINCSOS).

Unconventional War orces (DOD): United States forces having an existinn
unconventional warfare capability consisting of Army Special Forces and such
Navy, Air Force, and Marine units as are assigned for these operations.
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U.S. Army Command and General Staff College
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas,66027-6900

FROM: MAJOR L.D. NICHOLSON USMC
TO: SELECTED OFFICERS
SUBJECT: QUESTiONNAIRE

DECEMBER 1993
1. GREETINGS and CONGRATULATIONS

Based upon your past experiences, you have been chosen to participate in tnis
professional research survey. My name is Major Larry Nicholson USMC, and I
am currently - student at the U.S. Army Command & General Staff College, Fort
Leavenworth, K.-. I am an Infantry Officer, who has served in both a Special
Operations Capable (SOG) and regular Infantry Battalion. This pToject seeks to
analyze, and scrub each of the current 21 missions for content and necessity,
and to determine whether each warrants the label of Special Operations.This will
be done with a very narrow, and unbiased focus. The results of this study may
recornmend eitther a reduced, or increased number of Special Operation3
missions, or it may simply produce a validation of the current list. The resul!ts of
this study will be submitted to both the Warfighting Center in Quantico, and to
the Special Operations Branch at Headquarters Marine Corps, Washingion, DC.
This project seeks to validate the twenty-one current missions of the Marine
Amphibious Unit (SOC) by answering the following question:
ARE THE TWENTY-ONE SPECIAL OPERATIONS MISSIONS CURRENTLY
ASSIGNED TO THE MARINE EXPEDITIONARY UNITS, SPECIAL
OPERATIONS CAPABLE(SOC), STILL VALID FOR THE MARINE CORPS?

As described in MCO 3120.8A the forward deployed MEU is uniquely equipped
, and organized to provide the Naval or Joint force Commander with a sustained,

missions. The MEU(SOC) may also serve as a precursor for larger Marine,
Joint, or combined forces. A great emphasis is placed on the flexibility to tailor
the force to the need,

2. This survey has three parts, and will take approximately 20 minutes to
complete. Please return this survey to Maior Jojy Lynes of MMQ_ if you work
at HQMC, or to Major Drew Watson if you are stationed at Quantico. Major
Watson is a student at The Command and Staff College. If neither of those
options are convenient please mail it to me at my home address: 302 Hancock
ave. Ft. Leavenworth, KA. 66027. Your opinions are important to me, and I
would encourage you to write any comments in the margins or on a separate
sheet of paper. The results of this survey will be tabulated, and reflected in the
thesis in summary form. There will be no attribution to any of your comments, so
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pioase be uiidauntedly honest and blunt . T7his project will be completed in Mayr,
and. I will provide a copy of the thesis to any inte.;ested resporident.

BACKGROUND

2. PROI3LM STATEMENT. The Marine corps is in a period of downsizing.
Everything is shrinking exce.pt the cumrnitmerts. This downsizing is
characterize~d by less Marines, smaller budgets, and fewer irsining resources to
go around. Add into this eqtation the subdiv~iding of tV e number of Amphibious
ship~sfrorn 69 to 35 by Oct. ý14), and an ageingJ fleet ot transport helicopters
whose capabilities don't come ciose to matchinq todays operational
requirements. With thiis as a backdrop we- are increasing ~'ke number of Special
Operations Capab~e mission3 our MEUs must be able to perform from 18 to 21.
Is the Marine Corp5 being spread too thip and takin~g on toc many missions, or is
this the smart thing to do in the current post cold war climate, WHERE mission
scrambling, and subtks; changes in traditionai service roles and functions are
occzurring.? Maybe somte of these listed missions are not "special" -at all and we
should quit calling them such. Maybe some of the missions are found in the
already existing doctrine of Amtphibious Warfare. While Amphibious warfare is
in itsclf technical~y a Special Operationi, it is not "SPECIAL." to us as Marines. It
is the reason for our existence., and oier very stock in tr,-de.

While these 21 missions are labeled as Specia! Operations, the Marine Corps
MEU(SOC) forces are not part of the Special Opei-ations Cammand(SOCOM).
Thne Marine, Corps receives no additional funding, training, or assistance from
CINO SOC.

Even within the Corps there is no universal agireement about the MVEU (SCC)
program. It was my persona,' experience in the First Division that those Infantry
Officers in a SOC Battaiion Lover. it, and those not in one, thought that the
money being lavished on those units was unfair and discrimninatory. But given a
choice, few officers would ever turn down the chance to be in a (SOC) Battalion.

The Marine Corps began planning the MEU (SOC) program in 1983 after a call
from the Secretary of Defense, for all services to examine and present ideas on
how their forces could use Special Operations in combatting terrorism, within the
context of a Low Intensity Conflict(LIC). In 1 985 The Marine Corps launched the
first Marine Amphibious Unit, MAU(SOC) unit (Amphibious was later changed
to Expeditionary). This unit was tasked with executing eighteen separate
Special Operations Missions. The program called for, a 26 week workup,
culminating with a rigorous testing phase of all conventional, and Special
Operations Missions prior to deployment.This is still being done.
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Please detach the cover letter, and return pages 3 through 6 of the survey.

NAME- (VOLUNTARY) ________MOS___ RANK____

LAST FMF BILLET HELD YEAR _ UNIT

HAVE YOU EVER SERVED IN A MEU (SOC) UNIT -WHICH ONE-YEAR__

HAVE YOU EVER PERSONALLY PERFORMED A SOC MISSION WHILE FORWARD
DEPLOYED (REAL WORLD-NOT EXERCISE)

WHICH ONE____ WHERE_____
IF MORE THAN ONE PLEASE ATTACH ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

PART 2. ASSESSMENT OF EACH MISSION

Ur"~~ ~~ i %"l' ri

1. PLEASE READ THE FOLLOMNCIN STATEMENTS% I mSE A TI I OUG .7
2. ANALYZE EACH OF THE 21 SPECIAL OPERATIONS MISSIONS.
3. ASSIGN EACH OF THE 21 MISSIONS WITH A LETTER OF A THROUGH D, WHICH
CORRESPONDS WITH THE 4 STATEMENTS BELOW.
4. THIS LETTER SHOULD REFLECT YOUR OPINION ABOUT THAT MISSION.
5. WRITE THE LETTER GRADE YOU HAVE ASSIGNED ON THE BLANK LINE TO THE RIGHT
OF THE MISSION NUMBER.

A. IS CLEARLY A SPECIAL OPERATIONS MISSION THAT SIGNIFICANTLY ENHANCES THE
MEUs CAPABILTY, SHOULD BE RETAINED AS ONE OF THE STATED USME SOC MISSIONS.

B. IS A VAUD MISSION, BUT ONE THAT ALL MARINE UNITS SHOULD BE ABLE TO
ERMFORM THAS PNE PLEAS AACHONVENTIONAL ASSIGNED TASKS. THIS MISSION SHOULD

NOT BE LSTED AS A SPECIAL OPERATIONS MISSION.

C. IS A SPECIAL OPERATIONS MSSION THAT THE MEU SHOULD NOT BE INVOLVED WITH.
LET SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES(SOF) FROM S0CM PERFORM THIS MISSION.
DELETE FROM THE UIST OF USMC SOC MISSIONS.

D. DELETE THIS MISSION FROM THE LIST BECAUSE TO DO IT RIGHT, WOULD COST
MORE TIME AND RESOURCES THAN WE CAN AFFORD. PROFICIENCYHERE WOULD
CAUSE DEGRADED TRAINING SOMEWHERE ELSE IN THE MARINE CORPS.

THE CURRENTLY EXS71NG 21 SOC MISSIONS ARE:

(MARK IN EACH BLANK EITHER AN VIA, B, C. OR D)
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1. AMPHIBIOUS RAIDS

2. LIMITED OBJECTIVE ATTACKS

3. NON-COMBATANT EVACUATION(NEO)

4. SHOW OF FORCE OPERATIONS

5. REINFORCEMENT OPERATIONS

6. SECURITY OPERATIONS

7. MOBILE TRAINING TEAMS

8. CIVIL MILITARY OPERATIONS(CMO)

a. HUMANITARIAN/CIVIL ASSISTANCE

b. DISASTER RELIEF

9. TACTICAL DECEPTION OPERATIONS

10. FIRE SUPPORT CONTROL

11. COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS

12. INTIAL TERMINAL GUIDANCE

13. SIGNAL INTELLIGENCEIELECTRONIC WARFARE OPERATIONS

14, RECOVERY OPERATIONS

a. CLANDESTINE RECOVERY

b. TACTICAL RECOVERY OF AIRCRAFT AND PERSONNEL(TRAP)

15. MILITARY OPERATIONS ON URBAN TERRAIN(MOUT)

16. AIRFIELD SEIZURES

17. SPECIALIZED DEMOLITION OPERATIONS

18, CLANDESTINE / RECONNAISSANCE AND SURVEILLANCE

19. MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATION

20...-_ GAS AND OIL PLATFORM OPERATION(GOPLAT)

21. IN-EXTREMIS HOSTAGE RESCUE

COMMENTS:

PART 3. SHORT ANSWER

PLEASE PROVIDE BRIEF AND CONCISE ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.
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1. PLEASE LIST ANY ADDITIONAL MISSIONS NOT AMONG THE 21 LISTED, THAT YOU FEEL

SHOULD BE INCLUDED AS A USMC SOC MISSION.

2, IS THE MEU(SOC) PROGRAM BENEFICIAL TO THE MARINE CORPS? IF SO

EXPLAJN.

3. SHOULD USMC MEU( SOC) TRAINING AND EVALUATION BE MORE CLOSELY ALIGNED

TO THE US SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND? WHYANHY NOT?

4. DO THESE 21 SPECIAL OPERATIONlS MISSIONS ENHANCE OR DEGRADE THE OVERALL

COMPETENCE, COMBAT READINESS, AND CONVENTIONAL WARFARE SKJLLS OF THE

UNITS ASSIGNED TO EXECUTE THEM?
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5. SHOULD ONE REGIMENT PER DIVISION BE TASKED WITH THE FIELDING AND TRAINING

OF THE INFANTRY BATTALIONS FOR -HE MEUs ? IF SO SHOULD A REGIMENTAL

ENHANCED TRAINING $YSTEM(RETS) BE ESTABLISHED? ,WHY/WHY NOT

0. FROM THE PREVIOUS LIST OF MISSIONs, PLEASE UST IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE, 6§

YQU PERCEIVE THEM, THE TOP 10 SPECIAL OPERATIONS CAPABLE MISSIONS THAT THE

MARINE CORPS MUST BE ABLE TO PERFORM.

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.
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APPENDIX C

ILLUSTRATIONS:

21 MISSIONS

5 QUESTIONS
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DOES QU SINMEU(SOC-) ENHANCE OR DEGRADE
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